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PREFACE 
The objectives of this study were to develop a method for con-
tinuously rnEinitoring physical and chemical parameters for research 
in aquatic ecosystems. An effort was made to evaluate the resulting 
instrument in a laboratory monitoring experimeint and to acquire some 
chemical data on a real aquatic ecosystem. 
The work described here should provide guidelines for future 
comprehensive data acquisition efforts and will hopefully contribute to 
the advancement of the science of environmental monitoring. 
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Laboratory is gratefully acknowledged. Mr, R. F. Buck, Director of 
the Oklahoma State University Electronics Laboratory, provided con-
sultation during the initial stages Qf this project and generously pro-
vided facilities and equipment during most of the electronic develop-
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ment. Special gratitude is extended to Ronald Morrison for his con-
scientious assistance with electronic desi~n and construction and 
especially for his design of the time code gene:rator. Thanks to James 
Diilon for his layout and construction of the time code generator. 
Allen Faust and Jack Orr, participants in the Lake Carl Blackwell 
Ecosystem Analysis Program, assisted with the field work and pro-
vided algae and bacteria data respectively. Their consultation during 
the preparation of this manuscript is appreciated. Special thanks to 
my wife, Donna, for her patience and encouragement during the study 
and for typing the manuscript. 
This study was supported by the Federal Water Quality Adminis -
tration Training Program for Aquatic Ecologisti;i 5 Tl -WP-185, a 
National Defense Education Act feMowship administered by the Oklaho-
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Contract No. AT-( 40-1 )-4254, Oklahoma State University Research 
Foundation, Oklahoma State University Computer Center, and the Ok-
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Determination of chemical constituents in natural water systems 
tends to be done on a basis of grab sampling with subsequent labora-
tory analysis. As more detailed information abeut a water system is 
desired, short term variations, such as diurnal cycles, must be mea-
sured. In order to assemble a complete description of a water sys-
tem, the short term variations must be measured over extended per-
iods of time. The large number of analyses which must be performed 
dictates automated methods of analysis and automatic sampling tech .. 
nicques. Sample transport mechanics and time between sampling and 
analysis can be minimized by locating the point of analysis near the 
point of sampling. 
On-site physicochemical monitors are commerdally available 
and are widely used in natural water systems to record water quality 
parameters. Many of these commercial instruments have physical 
limitations (Jr are excessively costly for use where numerous loca-
tions must be monitored. 
The primary objective of this research was to develep a reser-
voir continuous monitoring system suitable for use in biogeochemical 
2 
research. The monitoring system was to measure the response of a 
number of ion-selective electrodes and other sensors. Measurements 
were to be recorqed on a computer compatible medium. The monitor-
ing system, to be housed on a floating instrument platform, was to be 
capable of unattended operation for periods of at least one week. 
Measurements were to be made on water samples from multiple depths. 
And the entire monitoring system hardware should be producible at 
moderate cost. 
Coincident with the monitoring system developmE)nt was the 
formation of an interdisciplinary research, education, and demonstra-
tion effort known as the Lake Carl Blackwell Ecosystem Analysis 
Program, The interdisciplinary :hature of natural water research had 
been recogni"zed and an effort was made to correlate the development 
of the continuous monitor with efforts to obtain ecological data on 
Lake Carl Blackwell. The study area was chosen partially because of 
its size, proximity to the main campus, and importance as a munici..-
pal water supply. 
The aquatic division of the Lake Carl Blackwell study group pro-
posed a fifteen compartment model of the Lake Carl Blackwell aquat-
ic e'cosystem. A simplified portion of that model irs reproduced in 
Figure 'I, The corhpa:rtments, or blocks, in Figure 1 · represent mass 
of the components. The k's are transfer coefficients which represent 
rates of mass transport among the compartment$ along the pathways 
designated by arrows. For example, k 3 _ 1 1 is the coefficient for the 

















Figure 1. Simplified Model of the Lake Carl Blackwell Aquatic Ecosystem 
v,) 
4 
transfer of mass from primary producers to the COz compartment; 
I 
this might correspond to a coefficient of respiration for phytoplankton. 
The co2 compartment represents all of the inorganic carbonate 
forms in Lake Carl Blackwell. Since continuous monitoring would 
lend itself readily to measuring fluxes within compartment Xl l, the 
C02 compartment was chosen as the chemical system to be analyzed. 
Carbonate system data was not available from the study area; there-
fore, a grab !3ampling program was initiated to provide background 
data while monitor development continued. The aqueous carbonate 
system would also be emphasized during laboratory checkout of the 
instrument and procedures. 
Lake Carl Blackwell is a chemically stable system in that major 
changes normally occur slowly. Thus, thoo.ghout this study all dis -
solved chemical carbonate components were assumed to be in equilib-
rium, at all times. Mass transport should occur mainly by wind in-
duc;:ed currents, Currents were not quantified in this study, but spa-
tial considerations were made by sampling mult:i,ple depths at six dif-
ferent locations on the lake. 
The chemical concentration terms molality and molarity were 
considered equivalent in the aquatic systems studied. The small er-
rors produced by this assumption were alw,ays within experimental 
variation. 
The abbreviations used in this writing are consistent with com-
mon forms used in publications of the American Chemical Society. 
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The computer programs listed in Appendices A c1,nd B af'e writ-
ten in Fortran lV and rnay contain some IBM S/360 Fortran IV lan-
guag.e extensions. These programs were executed on an IBM SI 360 /65 
computer, G level compiler. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF CONTINUOUS 
MONITORING FOR CHEMICAL RESEARCH 
IN NATURAL WATER SYSTEMS 
Monitoring 
Natural water monitoring can be divided by objectives into two 
main categories: 1) pollution detection and 2) research. Pollution 
monitoring rri.eas ures parameters that can be used to determine water 
quality (1 ). MonitoriI1g for res ear ch collects data useful for determin-
ing th1;i composition and nature of a water system. Equipment and 
procedures are similar for both classifications, but parameters mea-
sured, data handling, and data interpr-etatidh differ in line with dif-
ferent objectives. Research monitoring implicttly reg_uires highly 
accu.rate measurements, while approximate meas urernent in pollution 
monitoring is sufficient to indicate if undesirable conditions are pre-
sent, especially since pollution indices are somewhat arbitrary. 
Re<:ent government and industrial interest in pollution monitor-
ing has brought about the development and commercialization of sev-
eral automated water quality monitoring systems. A typical system 
is described by Keyser (2). Monitoring equipment for research is not 
7 
as well developed for two main reasons: national interest has inspired 
little effort and minimal financing for development, and accuracy re-
quired 'is difficult to maintain under field conditions.. Some automated 
. . 
water monitoring for res ear ch has been done in the oceans, using 
specially designed instruments and adapted commercial equipment to 
measure only a few of the desired parc;meters. Pollution monitoring 
instrume~t methods· suggest techniques for ·monitoring water for re-
search, and field experience with pollution monitors will dictate design 
l. 
of future res ear ch monitoring systems. 
Continuous Monitoring 
Continuous monitoring strictly means that a continuous (with 
respect to time) analog record is produced. When data is digitized 
I 
(electronically or manually), the continuum is lost, and the measured 
parameter is represented by.points at intervals in time. If digital 
data is recorded in such a manner that a continuum is approximated 
within a specified error bound, that data can be considered continuous 
with a precision w;i.thin that error bound. Therefore, a continuous 
monitor may be any monitoring device that produces data from which 
continuous data can be inferred. 
When continuous monitoring ts used to collect data reflecting 
short time~interval changes, measurements of multiple parameters 
may be required at time intervals of a few hours or less, continuously 
for months or longer. Generation of this type of data dictates 
8 
automation, Continuous monitoring in natural water systems requires 
that methods for measuring the necessary parameters be instrumented 
and them automated in a manner that produces continuous (or nearly 
continuous) data accurately for extended periods of time. This pre-
mise is the basis of the following development, 
Parameters of Interest in Natural Waters 
Parameters to be monitored are determined by the type of study. 
being made. The equations, in Table l were determined by Falls~ 3) to 
account for more than 99% of the total dissolved solids in a natural 
fresh.water system. These same equations also define more than 99% 
i 
of the dissolved constituents in seawater (4). Table I, then, repre-
sents the major inorganic mass balance for almost any natural water 
system in the world. If one term in each of the equations in Table I 
can be measured, the stability <;:onstants in Table II can be used to 
solve for all other terms, thus defining the major inorganic:: chemical 
system for the measured water mass at the time of measurement. 
The braces [ } denote activities. 
Note that mas 9 balance equations in Table I contain concentra-
tion terms and that thermodynamic equilibria constants are expressed 
by activity terms. Concentration, C, is related to activity, a, by the 
activity coefficie:qt, y. 
a = y C ( 1 ) 
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TABLE I 
INORGANIC MASS BALANCE EQUATIONS 
Equation 
Number 
[Total Ca}= [ca++~[Caso4°}1- [CaC03°}+ [CaHC03-J (2) 
[Total MgJ:: [Mg++ J+ [MgSO 4 °J+ [J\.,igC03 ° ]f [MgHC0 3 - J+ [J\.,1gF+ J ( 3) 
[Total Na] ::: [Na+]+[ NaSO 4 -]+ [NaC03 -J + [NaHC03 °] ( 4) 
[Total K ]= [K+] + [KSO 4 - ] ( 5) 
[Total HC03] = l}Ico3-J+ [CaHCO/ }t [MgHCO/ J+[ NaHC03 °] ( 6) 
[Total C03]::: [Co3- -]+ [CaC03 °J+ [MgC03 °J+ [NaC03 -] ( 7) 
[Total S04J: [so4 --J+ [Caso4°J+ (}v1gS04°J+[NaS04 -]+ [!<.S04 -J (8) 
[Total Si]: l}I4Si04 ]+ [H3Si04 - ] (9) 
[Total F ]= []'- }t [MgF+] ( 1 O) 
[Total Sulfide]= [H2S }t l}Is-J + [s- - J ( 11) 
(From Reference 3) 
TABLE II 
EQUILIBRIUM REACTIONS AND STABILITY CONSTANTS 
INVOLVING THE DISSOLVED COMPONENTS 
Stability Constant, Equation 
Reaction K : Log K Number 
C02 + H20 : H2C03 # fH 2col} /(co2 } -540. 0/T - 0. 777 ( 12) 
HC03- + H+ ,; H2C03° (H2C03}/(H+} (HC03-} +630. 0/T + 4. 238 ( 13) 
1, 
C03-- + H+ = HCo 3- (HC03-}/(H+} t03--} +860. 0/T + 7.447 ( 14) 
ca+++ Hco/· = CaHCO/ ( CaHCO/} /( ca++}[HC03 -} +l. 26 ( 15) 
Ca+++ co3--: Caco3° ( Caco3°} /( ca++}[ C0 3 --} +3.20 (16) 
Mg+++ HC03i_ : MgHC03 + (MgHC0 3 +} I ( Mg++} f HC0 3 -} +l. 16 ( 17) 
Mg+++ co3--: MgC03° ( MgC03 °} / f Mg++} ( C03--} +3.40 ( 18) 
Na+ + HC03 - : NaHC03 ° { NaHC03°} / (Na+} {HC03-} -0.25 ( 19) 
Na+ + co3-- : Naco 3- (NaC0 3 -} I (Na+} ( C0 3 --} +l. 27 (20) 
Ca+++ so4 -- : Caso4° ( Caso4°} I (ca++ }[so4 --} -292. 7 /T + 3. 288 (21) 
Mg++ + SO 4 ~- : MgS04 ° {MgS04°} /(Mg++}(so4--} -ll90. 5/T + 6. 350 (22) 
Na++ 804-- : NaS04 - (Naso4 -} If Na+} iso4--}· +0.72 (23) 
K+ + SO - - - KSO -4 - 4 (KS04 -}/(K+} [S04--} -673. 6/T + 3. 106 (24) 
H+ +HS.;.: H 2S (H2S} I (H+.} fHs-1 +1500. 0/T + 1. 932 (25) 
H+ + s-- = HS- [HS-}/fH+}(s--} +1470.0/T + 7.911 (26) 
H+ t H3Si04- : Hi:ii04 o (H4Si04°} I (H3Si04 -} (Ht} +9.7 (27) 
Mg++ + F- : MgF+ ( MgF+} I { Mg++} (F-} +l. 82 (28) 
(From Reference 3) 
10 
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Determination of activity coefficients is necessary when activities and 
. cqncentrations must be related, Activity coefficients may be calcu-
lated by the Debye -.Hlickel equation which for single ions is: 
- log f 
_ A z2Jr 
'" 1 + B~ Jf ( 29) 
Where f is the rational activity coefficient (nearly equal to y in dilute 
solutions), ~ is the charge on the ion1 I is the ionic strength, A and B 
are <;onstants, and R is an empirical constant defined as the effective 
diameter of the hydrated ion. Values of R are tabulated. A and B can 
be calculated for water as functions of temperature only. I is a mea-
sure of the total ions in solution. 
The Davies equation, Equation ( 30), seems to offer a better fit 
to experimental data at 25° (5). 
.,. log f JT : O. 5 z 2 ( -~-
1 +JT - 0. 30 I) (30) 
This empirical equation has been shown to successfully calculate 
activity coefficients for a large number of 1-1 and 1-2 electrolytes at 
O. 1 M, Fairly good fit is obtained as ionic strength varies over a 
small range. The Davies equation may be useful at temperatures 
other than 25° by substituting a temperature dependent parameter sim-
ilar to the Debye .. Hlickel A for O. 5. 
BE;isides no experimental verification qf calculated single ion 
12 
activity coefficients, other uncertainties are intrinsic in the use of the 
Debye-Hlickel or Davies equations. Lack of ac;curate mean activity 
measurements at temperatures other than 25° prevents verification 
that successful calculation of mean ac1!ivity·-coefficients is possible 
over a range of temperatures. The Debye~Hlickel and Davies equa-
tions are empirically based:on results of pure systems under labora-
I 
' tory con~itions; the application to natural water systems is question-
able, 
Other calculations of activity coefficients can be made, but re-
s ults are inconclusive. For example, Garrels and Thompson ( 6) cal-
culate an activity coefficient for Mg++ in seawater of 0, 36. Pytkowicz 
and Duedall (7) found a value of 0. 17 under similar conditions. 
Ion association and stability constants in natural waters were 
critically reviewed by Wigley (8). Wigley found that ion pair stability 
constant discrepancies appear in the literature due to assumptions 
about particular cl,lemical systems and variations occur because of 
diffe:r;ent methods of determination. There is also controversy about 
the existance of some ion pairs in natural waters such as Caco3 and 
CaHCO/. Geochemical solution models are greatly dependent on 
concepts of ion pair formation and association stability constants. 
Ultimate success of these models awaits resolution of the predominant 
chemical equilibria in natural waters and consequent determination of 
associated stability constants (or, more correctly, stability functions 
of temperature). Research is currently underway to det.ermine 
association constants from o0 to 100° of ion pairs thought to be im-
portant in natural water systems (9). 
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Water research of biological significance may require monitor-
ing of some minor components (less than 1% of total dissolved solids) 
and dis solved gases. co2 and Oz concentrations are important in 
biological systems. Nutrients, such as various forms of nitrates and 
phosphates, may largely determine growth characteristics of phyto-
plankton. Various trace elements may significantly influence the sys-
tem being investigated. Some of known importance are Fe, Mo, Mn, 
and B. 
Pollution monitors typically emphasize physical parameters be-
cause they are easiest to monitor. Some physical measurements are 
required for chemical research. Water temperature is almost always 
necessary. Many analytical techniques are temperature dependent, 
and the temperature dependence on equilibrium constants is illustrated 
in Table II. Ionic strength can be correla~ed with conductivity. Tur-
bidity, atmospheric temperature, solar radiation, and light attenua-
tion may also be monitored when important. 
Biological Influence 
Studies are frequently made on effects of the chemical system on 
aquatic organisms, but less consideration is given to biological influ-
ence on chemical equilibric,L Lee and Hoadley have written a good dis -
cussion on this subject (10). An obvious interaction is biological co2 
14 
production and uptake influence on the carbonate system, and subse-
quent variation in all pH-dependent equilibria. Other interactions 
include chemoautotrophic organisms which obtain energy by oxidizing 
inorganic substances. 
Turnover rates by the biological system ;may determine avail-
ability of elements to the chemical system. Some s u'bstances, such as 
phosphates, have a relatively fast turnover rate. Others, such as Ca, 
carbonates, and silicates, may be involved in insoluble skeletal struc-
tures and turnover time will be very long, 
Biological activity in water greatly influences o2 concentration. 
Gaseous oxygen can oxidize Mn2+ and Fe2+ to products that are gener-
ally insoluble, but reduction can occur in anoxic waters via the follow-
ing reaction: 
Mn02 + 4H+ ..... Mn2+ + 2H20 - 2e- E 0 - +1. 28V (31) 
~educing conditions in natural waters are largely established by bio-
logical mechQ.nism. A theory suggesting direct biological reduction of 
Mn02 has been questioned (11 ). However, biological control of both 
Fe and Mn chemistry is often neglected in water chemistry when their 
very existance in solution depends on certain biological conditions. 
Another aspect of biological-organic interaction with inorganic equili-
bria has recently been discovered. The carbonate-seawater system is 
not usually at equilibrium (4). Microscopic examination of suspended 
carbonate particles revealed that each is covered with an organic 
15 
coating which inhibits solution in seawater. Further work is needed 
to prove what effects such protective coatings have on solubility equili-
bria in general. 
The biological and chemical systems are inseparable. Biological 
influence on chemical equilibria is very re,:i.l and very important, but 
unfortunately, very complicated. Biological processes are difficult to 
represent mathematically, and significant progress in this area has 
been 1:ilade only recently. It is probable that many other biological 
components of importance will be discovered in the future, further 
complicating the problem. In the meantime, models based on pure 
chemical thermodynamics may agree better with field observations if 
corrections are made for the important biological parameters, espe-
cially those based on known biochemical mechanisms. 
Kinetic Factors 
The validity of extrapolation of laboratory solution concepts to 
natural waters is debatable. Tyree (1'2) questions how many true 
equilibrium constants are known and whether or not solutions in natur-
al waters are at equilibrium. Mass transport phenomena in natural 
waters (advection, convection, and diffusion) introduce spatial factors 
into ion concentration terms, This moverpent of chernical species 
through the solvent changes their environment which may change equil-
ibrium conditions. Whether or not an equilibrium mod,el will adequate-
ly describe chemistry of natural waters depends on how closely steady 
state conditions are approached. If residence time (the time an ion 
is subject to particular conditions) is sufficiently la:rge relative to 
reaction half-time, steady state conditions are approached ( 13 ). If a 
system is not at equilibrium, kinetic factors based on reaction rates 
and mass transport have to be considered. 
Methods of Measuring Chemical Parameters 
16 
After the parameters to be monitored are determined, automat-
ed methods of measurement must be found. Measurement techniques 
may be derived from pollution monitoring methods, industrial process 
control ( 14, 15), and also from laboratory procedures developed for 
analyzing natural waters ( 16 ). Almost any laboratory technique can be 
automated, but past difficulties encountered with mechanizing particu-
lar methods ( 14, 15) form a basis for designating some techniques as 
less suitable for automation than others. Of all analytical methods 
two are most commonly adapted for continuous monitoring in natural 
waters: colorimetry and potentiometry. 
Automated colorimetric analysis method1;, are well developed and 
well documented. Almost all require wet chemical methods. A good 
introduction with theory of operation is given by Sheen and Serfass ( 1 7 ~ 
An example of a popular commercial automatic colorimetric analyzer 
is the Technicon AutoAnalyzer 1 . The sample handling and processing 
1 Technicon Corporation, Tarrytown, New York. 
1 7 
echniques of the Technicon instrument are similar to those used in 
:1ost commercial automated colorimetric equipment. Sample and rea-
ents are proportioned before mixing by a peristaltic pump. Usually 
11 liquids are handled qy the same pump so that mixing is in phase 
nd ratios are determined by cross section areas of the pump tubes . 
>roperly proportioned liquids are combined and flow into a coil of 
ibing which serves as a mixing chamber . Various optional compo-
ents are available to dialyze, filter, digest, distill, or heat as re-
uired for a particular analysis. Reagents can be added and mixed be-
)re or after any of these operations. The detector is usually a color-
ne.ter, similar to laboratory units with flow-through cells. Strip 
hart recorders are often used to present data for pollution or indus-
rial process monitoring, but means are provided to record on more 
omputer compatible media. 
Technicon's CSM6 system is of special interest be~ause it is spe-
ially designed for continuous monitoring of naturai and waste water 
ystems. It will analyze up to six parameters simultaneously. Reagent 
onsumption has been minimized to allow unattended operation for up 
> one week, There is also a unit that prefilters sample water through 
0. 45µ.m filter. 
A simpler method of reagent addition has been developed which 
implifies the processing apparatus. Reagent is contained in a solid 
od that is immersed in the sample stream where proportioning is 
18 
controlled by surface area of the reagent rod and sample flow rate (18). 
Once a sample stream is provided, an analyzer of this type can be built 
without any moving parts or valves. 
Potentiometric methods provide a more direct measurement for 
many ions. The operation and application of ion-selective electrodes 
has been well documented; espec;ially good descriptions are given by 
Durst (19) and Rechnitz (20). Ion-selective electrodes are suited for 
use in natural water systems (21; 22, 23) and have been used in auto-
matic a'n,alyzers (24 ). When mounted in flow-through cells, these 
electrodes can be used for contin1,1ous monitoring. Many ions are mea-
sured directly by ion-selective electrodes which make the measuring 
part of a cc;mtinuous monitoring system relatively simple and inexpen-, 
sive. 
Fluoride is determined. by direct potentiometric me<;1.s urement in 
an industrial fluoride monitor (25). A Ag-AgCl electrode is used for 
di:i;ect potentiometric determination of Cl - in a commercial water qual-
ity monitoring instrument (26). A sophisticated continuous monitoring 
system records No3- electrode data on magnetic tape ( 27 ). Water 
quality monitors are available which can be specially equipped with a 
variety of ion-selective electrodes. The electrodes may be housed in 
individual sample chambers (28), or in submersible sensor assemblies 
( 28, 29), One of these instruments can record a maximum of twelve 
parameters (28), but none of them can automatically sample multiple 
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depths. 
Ion-selective electrodes can also be used as indicators for titra-
tion reactions and this method usually gives more sensitivity than 
direct potentiometric measurement. Endpoints can be detected by 
monitoring either the ion of interest or another ion in the titration 
reaction. Indirect methods, where an electrode measures a different 
ion from the ion of interest, can be used to determine some ions for 
which electrodes are not available. When interfering ions are present, 
known addition techniques ( 19, 30) can be used to avoid corrections for 
high background potential or complexing a15ents. Of course, these 
later potentiometric methods (other than direct measurement) require 
reagent mixing and special handling of the data which complicate con-
tinuous monitoring processes. 
Other methods of analysis are less often used for monitoring, 
but may have utility in special applications. The colorimetric detector 
of a wet chemical analyzer may be replaced by a flame photometer 
( 26, 27), fluorometer, spectrophotometer, or atomic fluorometer. 
Simplified and ruggedized versions of these laboratory instruments, 
perhaps designed specifically for one type of analysis only, will be 
necessary before they are suited for continuous operation in the field 
Some separation techniques could be automated. Instruments are 
comrnercially available that automatically perform gas -liquid chroma-
tography. Automated solvent extraction and distillation methods have 
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been used with industrial effluent monitors (33). No doubt other sepa-
rations could be automated if a need should arise that would justify 
development. 
Remote sensing has also been used in studying natural waters 
(34). Aerial and satellite photography using special color sensitive 
film and filters is the most common technique. Water movements 
( using a tracer dye), general pollution detection, oil pollution detec-
t:i.on, and kelp inventory have been determined with some success by 
:i;-emote sensing. Application of this method to continuous monitoring 
in chemical research may be best effected from low orbiting satellites 
carrying high resolution television cameras equipped with special fil-
ters and image-converter tubes. Application of satellite photography 
in the near future will be limited to gross measurements in large 
water masses, but could be quite valuable when supplemented by in 
situ monitoring 
Critique of Methods 
Before methods can be selected for a particular analysis, the 
suitability for continuous monitoring under field conditions has to be 
evaluated. The wet chemical--colorimetric method has been evaluated 
under conditions of continuously monitoring river water ( 35 ). Results 
were not encouraging and indicate problems that might arise with any 
similar monitoring system. This system was run for one year and no 
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valid analytical data was obtained. The equipment was not rugged 
enough to operate reliably even with daily attention of a trained opera-
tor. Valves malfunctioned and plastic tubing to glass connections fre-
quently failed. There was no way to compensate for interfering color 
or suspended matter. A dual beam colorimeter with a sample water 
blank might help this problem. Baseline drift could also be decreased 
by using a dual be&m detector, but organic slime and algae growth in-
side the sample tubes and colorimeter cells will have to be controlled 
for long term stability. 
Ion-selective electrodes can be used for water analysis (36) and 
are used in some commercial pollution monitoring instruments with 
good results. They have not been evaluated, however, with respect to 
long term stability of precision measurement ip natul'al waters. Some 
general advantages and disadvantages of electrode methods given by 
Ross (37) are applicable. Electrode measL].rements are rapid and non-
destructive, usually no sample pretreatment is required, and colored 
or turbid water can be measured directly. Electl."odes are especially 
well suited for monitoring because equipment for direct measurement 
is relatively inexpensive, power consumption of instruments can be 
quite small, and simplicity allows compact and rugged design. Elec-
trodes are not highly accurate because of drift. Under field conditions 
a precision of 4 mV is typical. This is an uncertainty of 15% in mono-
valent ion measurements and 30% for divalent ions. Much better 
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precision is obtained by using the electrode as an endpoint detector in 
a potentiometric titration. Electrode response is logarithmic; there-
fore, trace ions can be determined with as much precision as ions in 
more concentrated solutions. Equation 32 gives the potential response 








E ;:: E O + nF ln a 
potential due to standard reduction potential, 
reference potentials, reference junctions, etc. 
molar gas constant 
absolute temperature 
charge on the ion 
faraday constant 
chemical activity of ion being measured 
Since electrodes respond to ion activity, they are especially 
(32) 
well suited for chemical research mEmitoring because activity terms 
are used in eCJ,uilibria expressions. '!'here are, however 1 uncertain-
ties in determining activities of calibration soluhons (38). This has 
prompted work now underway at the National Bureau of Standards to 
develop activity standards for ion-selective electrodes (.38). Activity 
coefficient determination is especially important when electrode mea-
su,rements have to be related to total ion concentration. 
Chemical interferences ci,ccur with electrode response to ions 
other than the ions being measured. Overall electrode response to an 
ion of activity, a, is described by a form of the Nernst equation em-









selectivity constant of i th ion 
chemical activity of i th interfering ion 
charge on i th ion 
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Typical Ki values range for 1 o- 4 to 1 o2, so the Kiai terms are negli-
gible in some cases. Appro~imate values of Ki are tabulated by elec-
trode manufacturers for use in obtaining some idea about what inter-
ferences to expect. Selectivity values vary with s olutiop composition. 
A method based on selectivity has not yet been de~ised that will re-
solve an electrode potential into its component contributions from 
various ions. The measuring electrode- -reference electrode pair 
constitutes an electrochemical cell with very high internal impedance. 
Glass electrodes typically have resistances of 10 7 ohms. In order to 
obtain accurate potential measurements, high impedance input elec-
trometers must be used. Extreme care has to be taken that all mea-
suring leads are well insulated from ground and shielded against elec-
trostatic 'noise. This could present some problems in the field with 
typically high humidity. 
In situ monitoring requires operation of electrodes at varying 
temperature. Electrode response variation with temperature is given 




0.19841T d log a 
log a + n dT (34) + 
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The first term is characteristic of a particular ion- selective electrode 
and its reference electrode. The second term is the temperature co-
efficient slope term of the Nernst equation. This is the only term that 
is usually corrected by mam.ial or automatic tem,perature compensation 
during measurement. The last part is the solution temperatur',e coef-
ficient term. Evaluation of this expression is complicated by the ionic 
activity being temperature dependent also. Theoretical evaluation of 
these terms has been attempted, and agreement wi,th experiment is 
within experimental variation for some systems ( 41 ). 
Specific Methods 
Suppose that all of the concentration terms in Table I are to be 
determined. If thermodynamic equilibrium is ass urned, the stability 
constants in Table II can be used to calculate some of the terms in 
Table I so that not all of them have to be measured directly. 
If ionic activity is within the dynamic range of an electrode spe-
cific for that ion, direct measurement is possible. Electrodes are 
commercially available that are specific for H+, Ca++, Na+, ~ , F"', 
ands-- activities normally present in natural waters (2;3, 42, 43). 
Mg++ measurement in synthetic seawater has been demonstrated by 
means of a divalent cation electrode ( 44) that is approximately equal 
in response to ca++ and Mg++. 
A SO 4 - - electrode ha$ been built ( 45), but its selectivity over 
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other anions is poor. SO 4 - - can be titrateq by Pb++ which can be mon-
itored by a Pb++ electrode. Since PbS04 is only slightly soluble in 
water, a continuous monitoring technique (4·6) may be used to indirect-
ly monitor so4 -- with a Pb++ electrode. A reagent stream containing 
a known concentration of Pb++ ii, proportionally mixed into the sample 
stream. PbSO 4 precipitates and the concentration of Pb++ remaining 
is monitored by a Pb++ electrode. Since the concentration of Pb++ in 
the reagent stream and. the ratio of reagent to sample is constant and 
known, the amount of Pb++ combined with so4 -- is calculable. This 
method of sulfate monitoring is not as simple as direct measurement, 
but only one reagent is required so plumbing is kept to a minimum, and 
use of a colorimetric detector with its associated problems is avoided. 
A recently developed pressed-crystal membrane electrode may 
be useful for monitoring so4 -- (47). At the time of this writing, in-
sufficient data had been published on this electrode to evaluate its use-
fulnes s in natural water systems. The preliminary data that is avail-
able, however, does indicate good selectivity for so4 - - over other 
anions. 
HC03 and co3 -- can be determined from pH if co2 can be mea-
sured (Equations 13, 14, and 15). An electrode commonly used for 
determining dissolved co2 in blood (48) may be applicable to natural 
waters. Direct measurement of co2 by an electrode assembly is most 
desirable b~cause other COz determination methods are complex (49) 
and would be difficult to automate. 
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At the present time there is no suitable potentiometric method 
to determine silicates in natural waters. In this case good colorimet-
ric procedures are available (50) and have been automated (51 ). 
Measurement of the above parameters and temperature is s uf-
ficient to calculate all of the concentration terms in Table I which des -
cribe the major dissolved species in natural waters. With the excep-
tion of silicates, all activities required for calculation of stability 
constant terms in Table II can be determined by potentiometric tech-
niques. Conversion from activities to the concentration terms in 
Table I requires individual ion activity coefficients which may be cal-
culated by Equation 29 or Equation 30. 
If biological interactions are to be considered, some biological-
ly important chemical parameters can also be monitored. Dissolved 
0 2 is easily monitored by a number of commercially available galvan-
ic electrodes or by one of the newer potentiometric techniques ( 52, 53 ). 
Total carbon analysis has been automated (54), and commercial instru-
ments. are available. Indirect measures of orgcJ.nic content such as 
chemical oxygen demand ( 55) and biological oxygen demand ( 56) have 
been automated. Automated colorimetric methods have been developed 
for monitoring inorganic nutrients and associated species such as NH 3 , 
N03 - , N02 - , PO 4 3 -, etc. ( 57 ). A newly developed oxidation titration 
for NH 3 (58) may yield a simpler way of monitoring that component. 
Mapy of these methods involve complex procedures, so the problems 
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encountered with the automatic colorimetric analyzer could be expected 
to plague continuous measurement of these parameters also. 
Recording, Data Proceeeing, and Display 
Many commercial monitoring instruments contain a~alog cir-
cuits that convert detector response to appropriate units (ppm, c 0 , 
etc. ) and record on strip charts. Strip charts are good visual dis -
plays; but if any calculations are to be made using the data, interpola-
tion from graphs soon becomes tedious. Since equilibria determina-
tions involve a large number of mathematical steps, calculations are 
usually done by a digital computer. Data translation problems are a-
voided if the monitoring system records directly on machine readable 
media. Punched paper tape or magnetic tape are frequently used; the 
choice between them is based mainly on amount of data to be recorded 
before retrieval. Direct transmission of data to a computer is possi-
ble via wire or radio when immediate data reduction is desired (59). 
Large numbers of calculations are quickly done on high speed 
digital machines so that it is convenient to use successive iteration 
techniques for data reduction. Activity,;coefficients are calculated 
from ionic strength, I, which is not measured directly, but can be 
calculated from concentration of the ions. 
I = 12 r:c.z.2 





= concentration of the ion, i 
z. = ], charge on the ion 
All of the ionic concentrations necessary for calculation of I are usual-
ly not measured directly. Using the monitoring pr0cedures outlined 
above, individual activities of j:!ach of the ions are measured or calcu-
lated, and I can be calculated by assuming concentration and activity 
are equal (activity coefficient assumed equal to 1 ). Activity coeffi~ 
cients are calculated and used to calculate a new set of concentrations. 
These concentrations then determine another value for l which gives a 
new estimate for the activity coefficients. This ite:i::-ation can continue 
until the data is self-consistant within a specified error bound. 
Continuous data would normally be ta~en in order to study some 
particular chemic;:al processes in a water body. But display of concen-
trations or activity data is often useful to obtain a physical concept of 
these parameters, Tabulation of selected data will often show gross 
correlations. Isopleths on horizontal (60) or vertical ( 61) cross sec-
tio:p.s of the water body can be produced by computer (62) and are use-
ful for observing spatial distributions. Three dimensional isopleths 
are difficult to construct and not often used, but by using computer 
generation and CRT display, they might be worth-while. Master var-
iable diagrams of particular chemical systems are beneficial for 
visualizing which components could be expected to predominate under 
given conditions (63). 
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Sampling Frequency and Location 
A parameter should be measured with enough frequency that the 
data accurately depicts any variations. One sample per day may be 
sufficient for deep ocean water while .rneasu.rements may be taken each 
minute in a flowing stream. Sampling frequency of a shallow lake 
depends on the parameter and time of day, but wouHl probably require 
between 0. 1 and 10 samples per hour. If too many measurements are 
recorded, data reduction becomes formidable. For example, if 11 
parameters at each of 10 depths, twice per hour, and at five separate 
locations i:ri a reservoir are monitored to determine all chemical spe ... 
cies in Table I, over 360, 000 data points per week will be generated. 
Some data quality may be sacrificed if quantity has to be decreased. 
Location of monitoring points depends on the type of study and 
the nature of the water body. A sizeable section of a turbulent stream 
may be well represented by measurements made at one location and 
o:he depth. A stratified lake may require continuous monitoring of one 
meter increments at multiple locations. Again, volume of data has to 
be considered along with cost per monitoring system if multiple fixed 
stations are used. Monitoring locations should be selected so that the 
data is representative of the largest possible water mass. 
CHAPTER III 
CONTINUOUS MONITORING SYSTEM 
A continuous monitoring system (Figure 2) was developed and 
constructed during 1968 and operated from July, 1968, through Novem-
ber, 1968, near the dam .of Keystone Reservoir, Oklahoma. The in-
struments diagramed in Figure 2 were housed in a floating instrument 
pla.tform which was anchored in water approximately 20 meters deep 
located about 100 meters upstream from keystone Dam. One-hundred 
ten vo~t AC power was supplied to the floating p~atfo:i;m from the dam 
via an underwater cable. Water fre>m each of the five depths was 
pumped through a plastic pipe and solenoid actuated valve to a sampling 
chamber containtng a thermistor a:rid a galvanic Oz electrode. As the 
programmed controller act1,1ated each valve for 9 minutes in sequence, 
o2 and temperature data was recorded on strip chart. When data from 
e'~ch depth had been recorded, the controller started the entire sam-
pling sequencE;i again. This method of 't'eriodic sampling and measure-
ment is adequate for continuous monitoring if the data variance with 
time is sma.~l in the sampling period. 
Tl,.e Keystone monitoring system demonstrated the feasibility and 



























Figure Z. Continuous Monitoring System Used on Keystone 
Reservoir 
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reservoir. The strip chart data from this study was computer anal-
yzed and used to evaluate multiple depth continuous monitoring as a 
method for measuring primary production in a reservoir (64). 
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Once the principles of multiple depth continuous monitoring were 
established, a more sophisticated system with larger sample and 
electrode capacity, more versatility, and a computer compatible re-
cording medium could be designed. Much of the design of the final 
monitoring system was dictated by the experience with the earlier 
Keystone system. 
A monitoring system has been developed for continuous automat-
ic data acquisition of measurements on natural waters (Figure 3). 
Since a detailed description of the monitoring system hardware is 
available elsewhere (65), only a brief explanation of the monitoring 
system function is presented here. The monitoring system is design-
ed particularl;y to record data from ion-selective electrodes which are 
electrical transducers of chemical activity in aqueous solutions. Wa .. 
ter from selected depths is pumped into a sampling chamber allowing 
one set of electrodes to analyze samples from multiple depths. Data 
is recorded on punched paper tape which was chosen as the recording 
medium because of its computer compatibility and economy. 
An electrode switching device, multiplexer, makes multiple 
electrode measurements possible with the single input mV meter. The 
multiplexer allows selection of any one of 5 (expandable to 24) sensor 
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Figu.:ve 3. Block Diag;ram of Reservoil" Monitoring System. Arr(l)ws 
· indicate general directions of information flow. 
electrode p0tential is maintained by 19 of these inputs being isolated 
from ground and from each other through an impedance en the order 
3-4 
of 1014 ohms. Special input jacks and reed switc;:hes maintain this 
circuit isolation from electrode input, through the multiplexer, and to 
the mV meter. The multiplexer also'tias 2 (expandable to 15) tip jack 
inputs to switch reference half-cell electrodes or other inputs which do 
not require especially high impedance isolation, All 15 tip jack inputs 
can be individually switched to the reference input of the mV meter. 
Six of the tip jack inputs can be individually switched into the high im-
pedance bus for sensing-circuit input to the mV meter. Similarly, 3 
of the 19 high-impedance multiplexer inputs can be switched to the 
reference circutt for special measurements. 
The multiplexer design is an example of a theme of great flexi-
bility and ease of change evident throughout the entire monitor-ing sys-
tem. Flexible capabilities are necessary iri prototype design to allow 
a,djustment to obtain optimum performance under a variety 0f oper.1. 
ating conditions and to increase utility in a multifaceted research pro-
~ram. For example, the multiplexer switching £unctions can be man-
ually controlled by means of front panel control or put under full or 
partial program control of the controller. Patchboards in the multi-
plexer allow programrning its switching function in automatic mode. 
The :multiplexer function can be programmed to meaf:lure its inputs in 
any selected order, an input can be read numerous times at any place 
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or several places in a measuring sequence, and any reference input 
may be selected for any measurement. The last capability allows one 
or a few reference electrodes to serve with a large number of measur-
ing electrodes, and measurements can be repeated with different re-
ferences for comparison purposes. Any of six tip jack inputs or any 
of three high-impedance inputs may be switched to the reference or the 
measuring inputs of the mV meter at any time dµring a measuring 
sequence. 
Electrical response of the sensors is measured by an Orionl 
model 801 digital mip.livolt meter. The function of the Orion mV meter 
within the monitoring system is one of a high- impedance precision 
analog-to-digital converter. The four decimal digits of absolute mV 
data generated by the mV meter are displayed on its front panel and 
available in parallel binary coded decimal format from a rear connec-
tor tab. This digital output is relatively easy to record for direct com-
puter reduction of the data. 
The interface translates logic levels of the mV meter data and 
controller generated identification data into logic;:: required for the 
punch coupler. Since the mV meter is to make measurements in an 
earth grounded solution, the m V meter measuring circuit has to be 
isolated from earth ground, This requires that all digital output lines 
from the mV meter be electrically isolated from the rest of the 
lorion Research Incorporated, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
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manito:i;"ing system. The interface provides this electrical isolation 
by opto-electronically coupling each logic line from the mV meter. 
When time code data is to be punched, the interface translates logic 
and switches approximately 40 logic lines of time code data into the 
punch coupler in place of mV data and controller generated identiHca-
tion code. A Hewlett-Packard2 model 2545A tape punch coupler re-
ceives ten decimal digits in parallel binary coded decimal format from 
the interface. The punch coupler stores the data in a shift register 
which serves as a parallel-to...,serial converter during the punching oper-
ation. Parity and end-of-word codes for paper tape are generated. 
The punch coupler completely controls operation of the paper tape 
punch. Front panel controls allow manual or automatic modes of 
operation and manual asynchronous punching of tape feed code to make 
tape "leaders" and "trailers". 
Power for the punch solenoids is furnished to the punch coupler 
by a Hewlett-Packard model 2545B punch power supply. 
The ten decimal digits of data from the punch coupler are seri-
ally punched on one-inch wide eight-level paper tape by a Teletype 
model BRPE 11 paper tape punch under punch coupler control. The 
punch is capable of punching 110 characters per second which far sur-
passes any foreseeable requirements of the monitoring system. Each 
data record occupies 1. 1 inch of tape, therefore a supply reel 
2Hewlett-Packard Company, Pala Alto, California, 
capacity of 1000 feet of tape should allow unattended operation of at 
least two weeks for most monitoring applications. 
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The punched tape is rewound by a Cycle Tape Minder3 which has 
a take-up reel capacity of J 000 feet of punched tape. 
The controller, as its name implies, performs a function of time 
sequenced control and coordination of the components in the monitor-
ing system. The controller contains an adjustable timing system 
which initiates an electrode recording sequence. When operating in 
automatic mode, the multiplexer switches sensors on controller com-
mand. During data recording, controller generated signals give the 
mV meter a hold command, a signal commands the interface to switch 
either mV meter date\ or time code data to the punch coupler, and 
punching is initiated by a punch signal from controller to punch coupler. 
An adj us table time interval of a few seconds between electrode 
readings allows stabilization of the measuring circuitry before record-
ing. Time is allowed between recording sequences to permit thorough 
flushing of the electrode chamber by a new sample and chemical and 
thermal equilibrium between sample and sensors. 
Controller action is programmc\ble, and the controller ca11, to 
some extent, override the program in the multiplexer, further in-
creasing the utility of the system. The controller program could be 
changed automatically if that need should ever arise. This capability 
3cycle Equipment Company, Los Gratos, California. 
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was designed especially to provide automatic selection of depths sam-
pled in case the instrument is required to monitor water systems with 
widely fluctuating depths such as flowing streams. 
The controller generates two decimal digits each of sample and 
sensor identification data in parallel binary coded decimal format. 
This data is translated by the interface and punched with m V data to 
identify the sens or and sample data being recorded. 
At the end of each recording sequence, the controller advances 
the sampler to start flushing the ·next sample. The sampler is a 
programmable switching device with manual override capability which 
powers and controls solenoid actuated valves on. the sample intake 
manifold. 
The time code generator supplies coded output for recording 
time of day to the nearest minute and day of the year. The time code 
is recorded at periodic intervals to provide a time reference for sen-
sor measurements. Sufficient accuracy of the time code should be 
obtained to allow correlation of data with that of other monitoring sys -
terns and weather stations, determination of diurnal cycles, etc. 
A typical monitoring operation will be described with all instru-
ments set in automatic mode and time punch set to auto. The following 
initial conditions are ass urned: Sample has been flushing through the 
electrode chamber. The controller has sign1:1.lled the multiplexer to 
switch the first sensor with its appropriate reference to the mV meter. 
All sensors are at equilibrium with the water sample, and the first 
sens or reading has stabilized on the m V meter. 
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The controller initiates a recording operation. The mV meter, 
on command from the controller, stores and holds the mV data. A 
controller geneJ;"ated command to the interface switches time code 
data to the punch coupler. A punch signal to the punch coupler initi-
ates a punching operation which punches time code data on paper tape 
( Table Hl). 
After time code data is punched, the interface switches mV and 
controller identification data to the punch coupler along with another 
punch signal. The mV and identification data is punched ( Table IV), 
the mV meter hold is released, and the controller signals the multi-
plexer to switch the next electrode set to the mV meter. An adjustable 
time interval (usually 10 to 20 seconds) is allowed for stabilization of 
the measuring circuitry. The mV reading is held while :rnV and identi-
fying data is punched on paper tape. The mV meter hold is released 
and the controller signals the multiplexer to switch to the next elec-
trode set. This process is repeated until all of the programmed sen-
sor data is recorded. 
After the last sensor reading is recorded, the multiplexer is 
recycled to the first electrode set in its program, the sampler starts 
flushing the next sample through the electrode chamber, and another 
time code is punched. The entire monitoring system then waits until 
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TABLE III 
PAPER TAPE RECORD FORMAT, TIME DATA 
Character Valid 
Position Characters Interpretation 
1 2 record contains time code data 
2 0 no significance 
3 0 no significance 
4 0-9 day hundreds digit 
5 0-9 day tens digit 
6 0-9 day units digit 
7 0-2 hour tens digit 
8 0-9 hour units digit 
9 0-5 minute tens digit 
10 0-9 minute units c;l.igit 
11 EOW end of word 
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TABLE IV 
PAPER TAPE RECORD FORMAT, SENSOR DATA 
Ch.aracter Valid 
Position Characters Interpretation 
I I record contains mV data 
2 3 or 44 mY.<O if 3, mV~O if 4 
3 0-9 m V hundreds digit 
4 0-9 m V tens digit 
5 0-9 m V units digit 
6 0-9 m V tenths digit 
7 0-2 sensor ID tens digit 
8 0-9 sensor ID units digit 
9 0-2 sample ID tens digit 
10 0-9 sample ID units digit 
11 EOW end of word 
4when mV data is positive, the punched mV data is the nines com-
plement of its actual value. 
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the end of the flushing period when the time code and the first sensor 
mV d&ta is recorded. The sensor reading and recording program is 
repeated for each sample until data for all samples has been recorded, 
At the end of the sampling sequence the sampler is recycled to the 
first of its prograIT'). and the entire cyc;le is repeated automatically 
with aU sensor measurements in the multiplexer program being re-
corded for each sample. Time code data is recorded immediately 
before the first sensor record and immediately after the last sensor 
record for each sample. 
The entire monitoring program can be automatically repeated 
continuously to effectively monitor a water system. 
CHAPTER IV 
ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODES AS CHEMICAL 
SENSORS IN NATURAL WATER $YSTEMS 
Reference Electrode 
The "other electrode" ( 66) used in potentiometric measurements 
is as important as the sensing electrode. Attention should be given to 
the reference electrode function and to possible sources of error that 
may occur from it. Reference electrodes and their properties have 
been extensively reviewed (67) and more recently have been reviewed 
with respect to applications with ion- selective electrodes ( 66 ). 
The most common types of reference electrooes used for gener-
al laboratory and field applic;ations are the calornel and Ag-Ag Cl types. 
Of these, the Ag-AgCl reference electrode is preferable for field mon-
itoring applications. Next to the H 2 gas electrode, the Ag-AgCl elec-
trode is probably the most reproducible electrode available, and is the 
most reliable reference electrode (66). Internal reference elements 
inside ion-selective electrodes are usually Ag-AgCl, therefore use of 
a Ag-AgCl external reference provides some self-compensation of 
systematic errors. The calomel electrode, less reproducible than 
A"> 
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Ag-AgCl, has the serious disadvantage of a marked temperature hys-
teresis attributed to mercuric complexes formed at higher tempera-
tures. 
The half-cell potentia!Ei of both the calomel and Ag-AgCl elec-
trodes depend on Cl - activity in the electrolyte solutions. When the 
sample to be measured has varying and unknown Cl activity, a stable 
reference potential is maintained by reference electrode immersion in 
an electrolyte of constant Cl - concentration, Contact between the in-
ternal reference electrolyte solution and the sample can produce a 
liquid junction potential which has been reviewed briefly by Covington 
( 66 ). 
Liquid junction potentials arise when the reference filling s elu-
tion ccmtains positive and negative ions which diffuse into the sample 
at different rates. Different rates of total charge migration lead to 
a potential difference across the liquid junction. The requirements of 
good reference electrode filling solutions, including equitransfereJ'.'.\ce, 
are discussed in Reference 68. An electrolyte solution will be ap-
proximately equitransferent if 
(36) 
where Z is the charge on the ion; C, the ionic concentration and A is 
the equivalent conductivity (mho cm2 /eq). 
The Orion Research Incorporated model 90~ 01 single junction 
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referei:ice electrode used in this study has a Ag-AgCl internal element. 
It has very little junction potential in dilute solutions when µsed with 
Orion number 90-00-01 filling solution. The elect~olyte filling solu-
tion contains a mixture of K+, Na+, N03 - , and Cl - in the appropriate 
ratios to satisfy Equation 36. The rugged plastic body and easily 
flushed sleeve-type liquid junction make this kind of reference elec-
tr ode well suited for field applications. 
Standard Solutions 
Cation standard solutions ( except H+ standards) were prepared 
from the respective chloride salts as suggested by Bates and Alfenaar 
(38). All salts used in standard preparation meet A. C. S, specifica-
tions and were used without further puri,fication. 
Standard stock solution of approximately 5 X 1 o- 2 M NaCl was 
prepared from a measured weight of oven dried NaCl. Approximate 
3 X 10 .. z M stock solutions of CaC1 2 and MgC1 2 were prepared. A 
solution of 5 X 1 o- 2 M AgN03 was eta.ndardized by titration with the 
etandard NaCl. The titration endpoint was detected potentiometrically 
by a Ag-AgCl electrode vs calomel reference electrode assembly. 
The ca++ and Mg++ solutions were then standardized by potentiomet-
ri~ titration with standard AgN03 solution. All Sitandard solutions 
were stored in polyethylene bottles 
Electrode calibration solutions were prepa,red by dilution of the 
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appropriate stock solution. Chemical activity of each calibration solu-
tion was determined from concentration by Equations 1 qnd 29. A least 
squares curve fit to mV vs activity data for each electrode provided 
a linear calibration equation with the form of Equation 34, 
Hydrogen. Ion Electrode 
The H+ electrodes used in this study were glass membrane gen-
eral purpose electrodes, Beckman1 numbers 41263 and 39000. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer, Na+ interference should be negligible in 
samples where pH< 9 and [Na+]< 10- 2 M (69). 
All H+ calibrations were done in pHydrion2 buffer solutions at 
25°. Millivolt readings were taken at several [H+ J values, and a least 
squares fit of the data yielded calib,:-ation equations with the form of 
Equation 32. H+ activity was ass urned equal to concentration for [H+ J 
<10-S M. 
After approximately one week of monitoring a laboratory culture 
of 120 mg /1 Dactylococcopsis at pH 8. 5, H+ electrode response became 
very unstable, Electrode response was neither stable nor reproduci-
ble in buffer calibration solutions. After wiping the H+ sensitive mem-
brane clean and soaking overnight in 0. 1 M HCl, sta.bility was restor-
ed and the electrode could be recalibrated. 
l Beckman Instruments, Incorporated, Fullerton, California. 
2Micro Essential Laboratories, Brooklyn, New Jersey. 
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Sodium Ion Electrode 
Na+ activity was determined by a glass membrane electrode, 
Beckman number 39278. The manufacturer reports that this elec-
trode responds to H+, K+, and Ag+ in addition to Na+ (70). Sensitivity 
data indicates there is no interference with Na+ meas urernent if [Na+] 
> 104 [H'I-J, [Na+]> 10 [K+], and [Na+]> 10- 4 [Ag+](70). If all 
three of these conditions are not met, the actual selectivity of the 
electrode should be determined to quantify the amount of interference 
to expect. 
Na+ electrode response degradation was observed in the Dactylo-
coccopsis culture similar to that of the Ht electrode. The condition 
was corrected by wiping the membrane clean and soaking overnight in 
0. 1 M NaCl solution. 
Calcium Ion Electrode 
An Orion model 92-20 liquid junction ca++ electrode was used 
for potentiometric determination of Ca++ activity. The manufactur-
er's list of approximate selectivities for other divalent cations indi-
cates that no appreciable ionic interference should be expected in most 
oxygenated natural freshwater systems where [H+J < 10- 7 , [ca++] 
> 1. 5 [ Mg++], and [ca++]> 1. 5 [sr++J(71). If these conditions are 
not met by the sample, the possibility of interference must be consid-
ered. 
Laboratory experience with this electrode indicated that with 
about four weeks use, the ca++ electrode response time increased, 
drift became more pronounced, and the calibration slope decreased. 
When this occurs, the electrode must be disassembled, cleaned, re-
filled with new solutions, and recalibrated, 
Divalent Cation Electrode 
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There is no commercially available electrode specific for Mg++ 
in aqueous solutions. A part of this study wae to evaluate the Orion 
model 92-32 divalent cation electrode as a sensor for determining 
Mg++ in the presence of ca++, The electrode responds approximately 
equally to Mg++ and ca++ in aqueous solutions and interference from 
Sr++ may occur unless [Mg++] + [ca++] > 50 [sr++](72.), 
Since this electrode responds to both ca++ and Mg++, it would 
seem possible that Mg++ activity could be determined if ca++ activity 
is known. In order to predict electrode response to Mg++ in the pres-
ence of Ca++, it is necessary to examine the nature of electrode 
selectivity. 
A membrane potential theory for liquid ion exchanger membrane 
electrodei;; has been developed by Sandblom, Eisenman, and Walker 
(73) and re-presented by Eisenman (74). An experimental examina-
tion by Eisenman (75) of the selectivity of Na+ and H+ in di-2-ethyl-
hex;yl phosphoric acid in wet n-amyl alcohol supports the validity of 
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theoretical prediction of liquid membrane selectivity, Their model 
( Figure 4) of two counterion species in an organic exchanger where 
counterions and sites are strongly associated most nearly corresponds 
to the Orion divalent cation electrode. 
Sandblom, Eisenman, and Walker (73) have shown that for two 
counterions, the steady- state membrane potential is given by Equa-
tion 37. 
U2 + u kz 
(al )e + 
s 
u1 + Us k (az)e RT 1 . 
E =--· { ( 1 -T) ln + nF uz + Us ~ 
(al )i + . . ( a ) . u1 + us k 1 2 1 
(al )e + 
Uzs kzKzs 
(az)e 
Uls kl Kl s 
,- ln 
k2K2s 
} ( 37) 
(al )i + 
u2s 
(az)i 
Uls kl K1s 
Where T, given by Equation 38, is in the range O:;; T :;; 1 (65), 
us (uzsK2s - ulsKls) 
1" - ----'----------------
( ul + us) uzsKzs - (uz + us) u1sK1s 
(38) 
This theory assumes that ion pairs is the highest order complex 
formed in the membrane. Kis is the association constant for the 
formation of the neutral ion pair ( M 1 ) s in the organic phase. The u I s 
represent mobilities of ions or ion pairs in the membrane phase, and 
external aqueous organic ion internal aqueous 
solution -exchanger membrane solution 
(Mr+)e-













Figure 4. Diagram of a Water-Irqmiscible Liquid Cation 
Exchange Membrane. This diagram was modi-
fied from Refer~nce 67, Phase boundaries are 
freely permeable to counterion M 1 + and Mz +. 
Co·-·ions, A-, and exchange sites, s-, remain 
in the respective phases. 
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kl is the partition coefficient of M1 n+ between aqueous and organic 
phases. All of the terms in the denominator of each logarithm except 
(a 1 \ and (a 2 )i are constant for a given membrane. The internal solu-
tion activities are fixed by constant composition of the internal elec-
trolyte solution; therefore the log denominator terms in Equation 37 
are constant. Under these conditions, the membrane potential is given 
by Equation 39 where~ subscripts have been dropped from the external 
solution terms, 
E z const + g_ ((1-'T) ln [a 1 + 
nF 




As has been pointed out by Srinivasan and Rechnitz ( 76), K 12 is not 
the equilibrium constant for Reaction 41 because the constants in 
Equation 37 are defined in terms of concentration instead of activity. 
The value of 'T depends only on properties of the ion exchanger 
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and the membrane solvent, and for some systems T is near O or 1. 
In these cases Equation 39 reduces to Equation 42 which has the same 
form as the empirical Equation 33. 
RT 
E = canst + nF ln (a 1 + Ka 2) ( 42) 
Membrane selectivity in Equation 42 depen<ls only on the single con-
stant K. Also, Sandblom, Eisenman, and Walker (73) have shown that 
for any single value of T, Equation 39 is closely approximated by 
Equation 42 wh(;lre K represents an average ienic selectivity. 
At this point, the assumption is made that within the exc;3.ctnes s 
of Equation 39 in representing the mathematical function of the diva-
lent cation membrane potential, Equation 42 should closely approxi-
mate the functiopal form for divc:1-lent cation electrode selectivity. 
Equation 43, then, represents the observed potential vs a reference 
electrode, of a cation electrode resp<;>nding to only two ions in solu-
tion. 
( 43) 
E 0 inc;ludes the usual potential contributions described in relation to 
Equation 32 plus the c9nst term in Equation 42. 
If a 1 and a 2 in Equation 43 are changed by 6a 1 apd Aa 2 respec-
tively, the electrode produces a new potentii:d E'. 
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a I : 
1 
( 44) 
a I : 
2 ( 45) 
( 46) 
Equation 4 7 results frorn subtracting Equation 43 from Equation 46" 
E 1 - E 
RT a I + Kaz' 
- ln ( ~ 1------
nF a 1 + Ka 2 
(47) 
The change in potential, 8E in Equation 20, can be positive or nega-
tive, depending on whether 8 a 1 and &a 2 are positive or negative. 
Equation 47 can be rearranged to give Equation 48 which is the cation 
analogy of the anion selectivity equation derived by Srinivasan and 
R.echnitz (76). 
a 1 ( exp (nF~ - 1) + 8a l = 
RT 
( 48) 
This equation can be solved explicitly £or K, or the left hand side of 
Equation 48 can be plotted vs the right hand part within parentheses 
and a value for K determined by the slope of a least squares fit of the 
data. 
Equation 43 can be used to describe the divalent cation electrode 
response to ca++ and Mg++. 
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E - E 0 + RT ln ([ca++}+ K [Mg++}) 
nF 
(49) 
The slope and intercept of Equation 49 can be determined from elec-
trode calibration. ca++ activity can be determined by a ca++electrode. 
Then if K is known, Mg++ activity can be determined from the elec-
trode potential response and Equation 49. Since the divalent cation 
electrode was designed to give equal response to both ca++ and Mg++, 
K should be equal to one. An exact value for electrode selectivity 
must be determined in order to solve Equation 49 for Mg++ activity. 
The Nernstian slope term required for the solution of Equation 
48 was obtained by calibrating the divalent cation electrode in standard 
Ca++ solutions. Solutions of known Ca++ concentration were made in 
u:e range from approximately 2 X 1 o-5 M to 5 X 1 O"' 3 M Ca++. Five 
increments of standard Mg++ solution were added to each ca++ solu-
tion. Mg++ concentrations ranged from 10% to 100% of eac;h Ca++ 
concentration. The activities of each ion were calcqlated by Equations 
l and 29. A selectivity plot of the four electrode potential chan~es 
based on Equation 48 was prepared by computer. A least squares 
determination of the slope of the selectivity plot gave a value for K, 
A selectivity coefficient was determined for each ca++ solution. The 
results are plotted in Figure 5. 
Obviously the selectivity coefficient, K, ii,; not a con!3tant. The 
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Figure 5. Selectivity of the Divalent Ca,tion Electr0de 
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determined only to within an order of magnitude by this method. 
Precision Mg++ measurements will require that another method 
for the determination of Mg++ be used. The direct method described 
above may prove useful in the future if a functional form to describe 
the variations in K can be found. Some experimental evidence was ob-
tained during this study to indicate that these values of K may be near-
ly reproducible. However, a mathematical description of the data in 
Figure 5 is not available at this time. 
Electrode Drift 
The accuracy of monitoring by direct potentiometric measure-
ment depends on long term stability of the sensing electrodes. All 
electrodes drift with time. In most cases, the drift is noncumulative. 
Three of the ion-selective electrodes were recalibrated daily 
while they were being used to monitor a laboratory culture of Dactyl-
oco c cops is ( 2 X 106 cells /ml, algae biomass 77 mg/1). Table V 
shows the deviation in Nernstian slope and intercept of daily calibra-
tion of Na+, H+, and C.a++ electrodes. The actual daily mV response 
to a particular standard solution represents actual potential variation 
which might occur while monitoring a water sample. 
The % deviation of activity was calculated by assuming a hypo-
thetical monitoring situation. A hypothetical calibration equation for 
the week was assumed to ideally predict the arithmetic average of all 
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TABLE V 
DAILY VARIATION OF ELECTRODE RESPONSE 
Na+ 
mV of 8. 504 % deviation 
day slope E X 10- 4 M calc. activity 
0 
l 48.2 241. 7 +88. 7 +77. 2 
2 42.9 187.8 +55.4 -56.0 
3 40.7 197.~ +73.8 +17.6 
4 35. 3 168.3 +59.8 -38.4 
x = +69,4 
Ht 
rnV of pH: % deviation 
day slope Eo 8. 2 buffer calc. activity 
l 54.4 382. 1 -65.7 +0.8 
2 50. 1 343. 5 -66.9 +5.6 
3 51. 9 357. 8 ii -65.9 +1. 6 
4 54. 6 382.2 -65. 7 +0.8 
5 49.6 341. 3 -64.0 -6.0 
7 54. 7 · 384.0 -64.9 -2.4 
x = -65.5 
ca++ 
mV of 6. 420 % deviation 
day slope Ea X 1 o- 4 M calc. activity 
1 28. 3. 97.4 +4.5 +24.0 
2 30.9 103.9 +3.0 +12.0 
3 30.5 101.6 +3. 3 +14.4 
4 30.5 99.9 -0.5 -16;0 
5 30.6 100.7 +o.o -12,0 
'1 27.8 90. 1 -1. 1 -20.8 
x = +l. 5 
daily potential~. The deviation of each daily J)Otential from the mean 
represents a mV error in the hypothetical calibration equation. The 
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% deviations were calculated from rnV error by assuming an activity 
deviatio:o of 4% per mV for monovalent cations and 8% per mV for diva-
lent cations. The % deviation in calculated activity column gives an 
idea of how much error to expect from daily drift when using direct 
potentiometric monitoring. 
The very high biological activity in the laboratC:>ry culture may 
represent an extreme condition relative to natural systems which may 
have contributed to drift, especially the lc;i.rge deviations observed for 
the Na+ electrode. Also, the electrodes in the laboratory were sub-
jected to only minor ternperature perturbations compaJ;"ed with that 
expected in field monitoring situations. Therefore, the drift exhibited 
in Table V should be regarded as only a very crude estimate of preci-
sion to expect from field data. 
Carbon Dioxide Electrode 
An electrode for measuring partial pressure of co2 clissolved 
in blood has been developed by Severinghaus and Bradley ( 77). A 
similar electrode was used in this study to measure dissolved co2 in 
natural waters. 
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the electrode assembly used. 
co2 gas in the sample diffuses through the silicone rubber membrane 
C02 ELECTRODE 
. . + . -





Figure 6. Schematic Cross Section of co2 Electrope Assembly. A Ag-AgCl reference electrode 
in the electrolyte solution is not shown. u, 
'° 
where the H+ activity change in an electrolyte solution is sensed by a 
glass membrane electrode. 
Materials of choice for the co2 permeable membrane include 
Teflon3 and Silastic4 (silicone elastomer). Silastic 3725, a medical 
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grade silicone elastomer, was used because it is about 80 times more 
permeable to co2 than Teflon of the same thickness (78). 
The membrane was supplied in 5 mil thick sheets. After stretch-
ing over the H+ sensitive end of a Beckman 41263 electrode, the mem-
brane thickness was estimated to be 2 to 3 mils. Thinner membranes 
could be produced to increase permeability by calendering before 
stretching in the electrode assembly. 
The elec;:trolyte solution contained 0. 1 M NaCl and 0. 001 M 
NaHC03 in water. The NaCl provided a constant Cl ... activity for the 
Ag-AgCl reference electrode and helped maintain a constant ionic 
strength. NaHC03 increased the electrode sensitivity to C02 . Equa-
tions 13, 14, and 50 can be combined with the charge balance Equations 
to give Equation 52. 
(50) 
3nu. Pont Corporation. 
4Dow Corning Corporation. 
5supplied by Center for Aid to Medical Re$earch, Dow Corning 
Corporation. 
[ H+ J2 + [ H+ ] [ Na+ ] - ~ 
2K2 
K 1 ( 1 + "firFJ ) 
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( 52) 
The electrode sensitivity has been defined g.S expressed in Equation 53 




In electrolyte solutions without NaHC03 , Equation 52 reduces to Equa-
[COz] = 
[H+]Z 
·, S - 0.5 (54) 
Experimental verification has shown that electrode sensitivity to co2 
is increased to a maximum when the electrolyte contains 1 o- 3 M 
NaHC03 (77). In this case, the second term in Equation 52 predomi-
nates and electrode response is given by Equation 55. 
S = 1. 0 (55) 
The co2 electrode was calibrated in a solution made by bubbling 
co2 i:p.to a solution of 0. 01 M NaCl. At approximately pH 5 the bub-
bling was stopped and the response of the co2 electrode and a H+ 
electrode in the solution were monitored for apout six hours. The 
stirred solution, thermostated at 25. o0 ± 0. l O , was open to the 
atmosphere, The co2 concentration changed from approximately 
10- 2 M to 10-5 ·M during the monitored period. The monitoring sys-
tern described in Chapter III was used to record electrode response, 
usually every six minutes. 
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The co2 concentration can be calculated fr.om [H+] at each re-
corded time by means of Equation 58. Equati9n 58 is derived from 
combining Equation 13, 14, and 50 with the mass balance Equation 56 
and proton balance Equation 57. 
(56) 
(57) 
[H+J 4 + K1[H+] 3 + (Kl K2 - Kw)[H+J2 - Kl Kw[H+]- Kl K2Kw 
[H CO ] = · . · · ( 58) 
z 3 K1 ([H+] 2 + 2K1 K2[H+]+ 3K1 K2 + 2K1K22 [H+r 1r 
A computer program for performing the calibration calculations 
is listed in Appendix A. The program first calibrates the H+ electrode 
fror:p pH buffer data by the method described previously. Paper tape 
data is then read and punched tape code is converted to mV data for 
both the H+ and C02 electrodes. H+ activity is calculated from mV 
data and the internally generated H+ calibration equation. H+ activity 
for each recording sequence gives a value of [H2co3 ] by me;a.ns of 
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Equation 58. [co2 J in nearly equal to [H 2co3 ]; nevertheless the pro-
gram applies the small correction defined by Equation 12. 
The data is tabulated and plotted, log [ co4 J vs mV, by an inter-, 
nal plotting routine. A co2 calibration equation results from a linear 
least squares fit to the plotted data. 
Calibrating ·an electrode in terms of C02 activity (ac02) when 
electrode response is to partial pressure (PC02 ), perhaps deserves 
some comment. The H+ electrode inside the co2 electroqe assembly 
actually responds linearly to H+ activity. Since in the pH range of 
the internal electrolyte solution, H 2co3 dissociates according to the 
reaction associated with Equation 13, aCOz is proportional to aH+ in 
the internal solution. Therefore, the equation for C02 electrode re-
sponse could be written as Equation 59. 
RT 
E : const + F ln ac02 (59) 
In this case, aCOz is co2 activity in the internal electrolyte solution. 
Assuming a co2 activity coefficient of one, ac02 : mCOz (.E:2_ : mol-
ality). Molality is related to partial pressure by Henry's law. Both 
inside the electrode 
( 60) 
and outside the el~ctrode 
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(61) 
The Henry's law constant, k, is dependent upon temperature and solu-
tion composition. At equilibrium 
therefor~ 
(mco ). t - zm 
p ext = pint; 





Equation 59 can now be rewr.itten in terms of (mCO ) t' the quantity - z ex 
to be measured by the electrode. 
E :::: const + 
RT k, t 
. ln [(m ) ~] 
F -CO? ext kext 
( 64) 
The Henry's law constants r~tio can be included with the const term 
and concentration again equated with activity. 
E = const' + (65) 
Equation 65 is similar to Equation 59, but in Equation 65, electrode 
response is described in terms of aCO of the external solution, i.e., 
2 
the sample. Equation 65 should be valid for a:ny ionic strength of 
internal or external electrolyte since any changes ink will be 
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incorporated in const'. The same value for k is required, however, 
ext 
in both sample and calibration solution. A tabulation of Henry's law 
constants by Harned and Davis (79), indicates that deviatien in the 
canst' term will be small if both sample and calibration s<:>lutions have 
ionic strengths of the same order of magnitude an.d less than 10-l M. 
Carbon Dioxide Electrode Response Time 
Two solutions of co2 _in water were prepared. A low co2 c;:on-
i 
centration solution gave a mV response approximating 10-6 M, The 
solution 9f higher concentration was approximately 10 .. 3 M. The res-
ponse of the electrode was manuaHy recorded after it was transferred 
from one stirred solution to the other. The experiment was then re~ 
peated with 1 mg/ml of carbonic anhydrase6 added to the co2 elec-
trade internal electrolyte solutien. The results are plotted in Figure 
7. 
Without the enzyme, the low to high response was faster than 
for high to low which took approximately 10 min for 90% response. 
Whep. monitering lake water from multiple depths, a faster response 
time may be desirable. The enzyme carbonic anhydrc;1.se which cata-
lyzes the hydration and dehydration reactions of C02 substantially de-
creased the response time for both increasing and decreasing co2. 
The low to high and high to low response times wel"e more nearly 
6Sigma Chemical Company, St. Leuis, Misseuri. 
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Figure 7. Carbon Dioxide Electrode Response Time. Closed circles represent a change from 
high to low C02 without enzyme. Open circles are low to high without enzyme. + = 
high to low response with carbonic anhydrase. X = low to high with the enzyme. 
O' 
O' 
equal with the enzyme. High to low response time was decreased to 
approximately 30 sec for 90% response. 
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CHAPTER V 
DETERMINATION OF CARJ30NA TE COMPONENTS 
IN LAKE CARL BLACKWELL 
In order to obtain some preliminary informaticm about the chem-
ical system in Lake Carl Blackwell, a grab sampling program was 
begun in Summer, 1971. The field sampling and laboratory analyses 
were designed to give information similar to that expected from an in 
s.itu monitoripg system. The data would also provide carbc;mate sys-
tern data for an ecosystem modeling project which was initiated late in 
1970 as a part of the Lake Carl Blackwell Eco£:ly$tem Analysis Pro".' ; 
gram. 
Description of Lake Carl Blackwell 
Lake Carl Blackwell (Figure 8) located in north-central Oklaho..,. 
ma was completed in 1938 and first attained spillway level (283. 2 m 
m. s.1.) in 1945. The lake has a maximum suJ::'face area at spillway 
elevation of approximately 3700 acres. During the study period, July, 
1971, to January, 1972, the lake ;elevation was about 279 m m. s. 1. , 
' 
and the lake surface area was less than 2500 acres ( 80). The main 









flowing into the lake is from runoff. The main outflow during the time 
of this study was the water intake pipe to the water supply for the City 
of Stillwater. The drainage basin consists mainly of pastured grass-
land and wheat farmland The lake stratifies in early summer, and tur-
bidity and chemical distribution indicate the epilirnnion is wind circu-
lated. 
The location of sampling stations; used for this study are repre-
!;lented by numbers 1 through 6 in Figure 8. Each of the six sampling 
stations on the lake were marked by a permanent bouy to insure repro-
ducibility of sampling location. 
Samples at each station were taken at 0, 1, 2 and consecutively 
even numbered depths measured in meters from the surface. Table 
VI gives the depths sampled at each station. A total of 20 samples 
were taken from the lake on each day sampled. 
TABLE VI 
DEPTHS AND DEPTHS SAMPLED AT EACH OF SIX SAMPLING 
STATIONS ON LAKE CARL BLACKWELL 
Station Number Approximate Depth Sampled 
(see Figure 8) Depth (m) (m from surface) 
1 2.5 0, l, 2 
2 12 0, 1' 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 
3 3.5 0, 1' 2 
4 1. 5 0, 1 
5 1.5 0, 1 
6 3 0, 1, 2 
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Sampling Procedure 
Water samples were obtained at each station from a boat by 
means of a two-liter water sampling bottlel, GM number 135WA142. 
The Van Dorn type bottle aUowed only transparent butyrate plastic and 
rubber to contact the sample. Since all components being analyzed 
were well above trace amounts, contamination from the sampling bot-
tle or line as discussed by Robertson ( 81) should not have been a pro-
blem. 
Surface samples were obtained by holding the sampling bottle 
horizontally and releasing the end plugs just under the water surface. 
Deeper samples were obtained with the bottle in its normal vertical 
positfon. the center of the bottle was held at the exact depth to be 
sar::1pled by a calibrated nylon rope, and the end plugs were closed by 
messenger activation. 
Water was transfer.re.d to sample storage bottles with as little 
contact as possible wit!+ the atmosphere. One liter narrow-mouth 
polyethylene sample storage bottles with screw caps were chosen for 
chemical inerh1ess (81, 8Z), and break r.esistance in the field. 
Immediately after samples were taken and tightly capped, they 
were stored in ice or 1·efrigerated at 4° L1ntil analysis. The cooling 
of samples was to inhibit biological activity and to increase the solu-
bility of dis solved gases. 
1G M Manufacturing Company, New York. 
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Preceeding analysis in the laboratory, each sample was shaken 
to resuspend settled material. Then water was transfered from sam-
ple bottle via a polyethylene tube to a water jacketed bec;1ker. There 
the sample was stirred and heated to 25. o0 . After temperature equil-
ibration, electrodes placed in the sample furnished mV analogs of 
activities ofH+, cd2 , Na+, ca++, and Mg++. Inmost case:;,, all sam-
, ples were analyzed within 48 hours after collection. 
Data Reduction 
Data from the laboratory water analyses provided input for the 
computer program listed in Appendix B which calculated chemical 
activities in each sample. Electrode calibration equations expressing 
log (activity) as linear functions of mV were available from calibration 
data previously processed by computer programs. 
The data reduction program (Appendix B) read all calibration 
equations along with eac,h time of calibratio~ 21.nd stored the calibration 
slopes and intercepts as time and electrode referenced array elements. 
All electrode mV data for each day was read in with identification 
codes representing time the sample was taken, station number, and 
depth. T.he sampling date was compared with calibration time codes, 
~nd the calibration equations were updated if necessary. 
Using the proper·calibration equation, electrode mV response 
for the day's data was converted to chemical activities of the five 
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measured species. ( The selectivity coe£ficient in Equation 49 was 
assumed equal to one in c:irder to approximate Mg++ activity.) Then 
all the other species listed in Table I were calculated for each sample 
by combining the five measured activities with the equilibrium equa-
tions in Table II. 
The data for each day was tabulated and plotted vs depth for each 
station. Several components were plotted on each graph by scaling 
the data for each species according to a factor calculated from value$ 
for each species at zero depth. Plotti:q.g s ymb0ls are keyed with scale 
factors at the bottom of each graph. Asterisks form connecting line 
segments between alphabetic symbols. Activities tabulated by the 
program are in moles /1 at 25°. 
If more data than for one day was included with the input, the 
program repeated itself by automatically dividing the data into one-.day 
segments until all input data was processed. 
CHAPTER VI 
CHEMICAL EQ'(JILIBRIA IN LAKE CARL BLACKWELL 
The waters of Lake Carl Blackwell have the usual chemical 
characteristics of a small wind mixed eutrophic lake. · An ionic 
strength on the 0rder of 1 o-2 M reflects a lack of contact of the inflow-
ing water with major mineral dep0sits. Carb0nates in $0lution aver-
age about 10- 3 Mand are present alm0st entirely as bicarbonate i0n 
since the pH is usually between 7. 8 and 8. 5. 
Carb,;:mate Complexes in Solutirjn 
The carbonate ions, complexes and co2 in Table I were as sum-
ed to represent all of the carbonates in s0lut:i,on. It was further as.,. 
sumed that no cations other than those in Table I significantly affect 
the carbonate system. Complexes of higher order than ion pairs have 
not been demonstrated as significant in natural water sy$tems and 
were not conside:red in this study. 
Since the inorganic carbonate system in Lake Carl Blackwell is 
directly connected to biological activity through primary production, 
respiration, and decomposition, it is important when studying the inor-
ganic carbonate system to consider its interrelatiens with the other 
7 LI. 
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aquatic systems which affect it. 
Samples of algae and bacteria were taken from Lake Carl Black-
well at the same times and locations that chemical samples were col-
lected. The biological analyses were made by participants in an inter-
disciplinary effort of which this chemical study is a part. 
Since only a part of the bidlogical data was available at the time 
' 
of this writing, data from a selected period, July 15, 1971, through 
August 5, 1971, which comprises four weekly sampling periods, will 
be discussed with some empirical observations. No general conclu-
sions about the lake system behavior can be attempted until more data 
becomes available and a more detailed analysis of the data is made. 
Surface total algae cell cou:µts and bacteria counts for the water 
column at station two are plotted in Figure 9. ReJ:erring to Figure 9, a 
large algae bloom is evident on July 1. As algae from the bloom died, 
a very large bacteria peak occured which was falling off by July 15, 
the first complete chemical sampling date. 
Dissolved o2 and temperature data were obtained in situ at the 
same time water samples were collected. Dissolved o2 and tempera-
ture in Figure 10 are plotted with the ordinate scale reversed from 
usual profile graphs to match the computer generated profile graphs 
which plot zero depth at the coordinate origin. Both o2 and tempera-
ture profiles indicate lake stratification between 6 and 7 m depth. The 
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Figure 10. o2 and Temperature Profiles of Lake Carl Blackwell, Station Two, July 15, 1971 
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observed stratification by increasing H+ and co2 activities below 6 m. 
curve in Figure 11 resembles a mirror image ef the C02 
curve which simply indicates the shift in carbonate equilibria with the 
H+ increase. HC03 - activity being nearly constant through the 6 m 
depth suggests no total carbonate system change due to stratification. 
The large H+ increase below 6 m may be due t0 bacterial decomposi-
tion products from the algae bloom of July 1. This data does not show 
that C02 is a decomposition product but rather that the co2 increase 
is due to a shift in carbonate equilibria caused by the H+ increase. 
There is no distinct chemocline for the metal ions; therefore stratifi-
cation must be due to thermal differences only. The ca++ increase 
below 6 m can be ~ttributed to a co3 :; decrease and subsequent reduc-
tion in CaC03 complex. The simultaneous decrease in all free carbon-
' 
ate species at 1 m with very little change in H+ indicates a region of 
HC03 - uptake, probably by photosynthesis since o 2 increases at 1 m 
in Figure 10. 
By July 22, both bacteria and algae counts had decreased to a 
low level. Thermal stratification is still evident in Figure 12, but 
the temperature of mixed epilimnic water had decreased by 2. 4° 
which in effect moved the thermocline downward to 8 m. A compari-
son of o 2 profiles in Figures 10 and 12 inclicates water was mixing to 
the 8 m depth. The profiles of H+, co2 , and co/ in Figure 13 also 
.show partial mixing to 8 m. 
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Figure 12. 0 2 and Temperature Profiles of Lake Carl Blackwell, Station Two, July 22, 1971 
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On July 30, with both bacteria and algae still at low populations, 
the thermocline in Figure 14 moved to below 9 m. H+ difference bet-
ween 8 and 10 mis small in Figure 15. Figure 15 does show a highly 
variable but decreased HC03 - activity. The decrease could have been 
due to HC03 - uptake by algae. Notice the co2 , HC03 '", and co3 = 
curves are nearly parallel from O to 2 m. The large amount of change 
in the carbonates may indicate high biological activity at a time which 
turned out to be the start of another algae bloom. 
Then on August 5, both bacteria and algae counts went up almost 
simultaneously. The station was thermally destratified according to 
Figure 16. The increasing Hf with depth below 6 m may again be at-
tributed to bacterial decomposition products since the bacteria count 
for this date was high. The co2 increase below 6 rn in Figure 1 7 can 
again, be attributed to the change in H+ activity at low de:pths. But a 
large decrease in o2 is observed in Figure 16 below 6 min unstrati-
fied water without a c0rresponding increase in C02 in Figure 17. 
Insufficient evidence was obtained during this study to determine 
the mechanism of periodic algae blooms in Lake Carl Blackwell. The 
following explanation of the August 5 algae increase is offered as a 
conjecture based on a preliminary analysis of the available .data. o2 
during the week before August 5 had been reduced in concentration by 
aerobic bacterial decomposition of dead algae, The decomposition 
products were organic acids which caused the rise in H+ below 6 m. 
oc 
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Figure 14. o 2 and Temperature Profiles of Lake Carl Blackwell, Station Two, July 30, 1971 
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As these organic acids were further decompo1;,ed to co2 , the co2 pro-
duced was immediately taken up by algae, thus there was no net gain 
in HC03 - . The high o2 concentration from O t0 5 m measured at mid-
day on August 5 was a product of photosynthesis by the large amount 0£ 
algae present. 
It is interesting to note that HC03 - which had undergone an over-
all decrease on July 30 had increased on August 5 to approximately the 
same value on July 22, before the bloom. Also, HC03 - activity was 
nearly the same from surface to bottom with only a small decrease be-
low 6 m. 
In Figure 17 Na+, ca++, and Mg++ activities shew little change 
from surface to 10 m. This may (but not necessarily) mean that ana-
lytical concentrc1,tions of these species were the same through0ut the 
water col(imn on August 5. The small decrease in activity of Na+ and 
Mg++ may have resulted from temperature lowering as depth increased 
(Figure 16). The small increase in ca++ ac;:tivity, where a decrease 
would be expected because of temperature lowering, can be accounted 
for by corresponding decreases in CaHC03 + and Caco3 ° complexes as 
shown in Figure 18. The changes in activity of the carbonate com-
plexes follow patterns established by the respective free anion activi-
ties. Generally, in Figure 18 the co3 = complexes show variable 
activities while HC03 - complexes reflect the usual HC03 - c0nstancy 
with depth. 
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Chemical activity data, such as that obtainl;ld for Lake Carl 
' 
Blackwell, is also useful for solubility equilibria determinations. A 
lake is not a completely closed chemical system. Dissolved and sus-
pended material are contained in inflowing water and some material is 
released with the outflow. Dissolved gases exchange with the atmo-. 
sphere. When the ion products of certain dissolved sp<;3cies become 
greater than the solubility product constants, solids may precipitate. 
Precipitated solids may be suspended, redissolved, or fall out of the 
water phase and become part of the sediments. Solubility may be of 
biological importance when chemical species affecting growth are in-
volved. 
Carbon Dioxide Solubility 
The exchange flux of co2 across the air-water interface depends 
upon the partial pressure difference between co2 in air and COz in 
water. When (Pc02)atmosphere = (PCOz)water• there is no net ex-
change and the water is saturated with co2 . Since PcOz is constant 
in the atmosphere at 10- 3 · 48 atm, it is possible to calculate the mol-
ality of co2 required, to s,aturate lake water at 25°. The relation be;.;. 
tween molality and partial pressure of co2 in water is expressed by 
Henry's law in Equation 61. A Henry's law constant of 0. 0343 for 
I o- 2 M NaCl at 25° was interpolated from data in Reference 79. Then, 
by Henry's law the lake at 25° will be saturated with co2 at 1. 1 O X 
10-5 ~ co2 . 
90 
C02 data f:t;"om the chemical analysis program for station two 
surface water is plotted in Figure 19. Comparing the data with the 
saturation line, high co2 1 production in summer along with warm water 
contribute to co2 saturation. Cold water in January contained a high 
co2 concentration which shows a saturated condition at 25°. 
Carbonate Ion Solubility 
C03 = may precipitate from natural waters in the form of calcite, 
CaC03 . The saturation line in Figure 20 was drawn based <;>n a log 
Kso of -8. 35 for calcite (85). The plot of ion products in Figure 20 in-
dicates a possibility of calcite precipitation in summer when co3 = 
activity is high. 
Another form of C03 = precipitation could be dolomite, CaMg 
(C03)2 with a log K50 of -16. 50 (86). That dolomite saturation in sum-
mer months is possible is evident from the ion products plotted in 
Figure 21. 
Other minerals which may play secondary solubility r<;>les under 
certain conditions are aragonite, another form of CaC03 , and magne-
site, MgC03 . It is possible that Hco3- available for primary produc-
tion may be limited by C03 = precipitati<;>n at least part of the time. 
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Figu:re 19. Carbon Di0xide Saturation of Lake Carl Blackwell, 
Station Two Surface Water at 250. Arrows 
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Calcite Saturation of Lake Carl Blackwell, Station 
Two Surface Water at 25°. Arrows designate 
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Figure 21. Dolomite Saturation of Lake Carl Blackwell, Station 




Kramer (87) has suggested that solubility of hydroxyapatite may 
control phosphate activity in the Great Lakes. Since ca++ and H+ data 
is available from this study, it is possible to calculate the concentra-
tion of phosphate necessary to precipitate hydroxyapatite from solu-
tion. The pKSO of Ca 10 (OH) 2 (P04 )6 is 113.9 at 25° (87). 
[ Ca++ J 1 0 [ OH '2 [ PO 4 3 - J 6 : 1 0- 11 3. 9 ( 66) 
The concentration of PO 4 3 -, if phosphate in solution is in equilibrium 
with hydroxyapatite, can be calculated by rearranging Equation 66. At 
a pH of approximately 8. 2, orthoph0sphate in Lak,e Carl Blackwell 
should exist in the form of HPo4 -. The third acid dissociation con-
stant for H 3Po4 is 10-12 · 32 (88). Therefore, 
(67) 
concentrations o(HP04 = necessary for equilibrium with hydroxyapa-
tite are plotted for station two surface water in Figure 22. The partic-
ularly high values in November and January are due to low ca++ 
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Figure 22. Concentration of Orthophosphate Required to Saturate 
Hydroxyapatite from Lake Carl Blackwell. Station 
Two Surface Water at 25° 
CHAPTER VII 
CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF A LA BORA TORY 
ALGAE ~ULTURE 
The monitoring system described in Chapter III, which was de-
signed for field data acquisition, is also useful for monitoring aquatic 
systems in the laboratory. A laboratory monitoring program was car-
ried out as one of the final developmental stages leading to in situ mon-
itoring of natural water systems. 
Monitoring in the laboratory allowed the instrument hardware to 
operate under simulate,d field conditions. Minor design adj ustrnents 
were made ¥{hile in the laboratory that sh0uld eliminate some poten-
tial problems in the field. Operating and maintenance procedures 
were,<leveloped and practiced before adverse field conditions were 
,, 
r 
encountered. A preliminary evaluation of sensor stability was made. 
Data acquired from laboratory algae cultures, while giving important 
information about the particular algae and support medium studied, 
provided a data set similar in content and volume to one that would be 
obtained from the field. This data set allowed development 0£ compu-
ter programs for data reduction. Methods of data display and inter-
pretation could be practiced At the same time, continuous data was 
nL 
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obtained on diurnal variation of the carbonate system in an aquatic eco-
system which may prove useful for elucidating some of the interac-
tions between the a biotic and biological aquatic systems. 
Experimental Procedure 
All algae cultures were contained in a rectangular glass aquarium 
containing 35 1 of support solution. Rapid stirring of the solution was 
maintained by a stainless steel rotating paddle. The aquarium was 
housed inside a darkbox, so the only light available for photosynthesis 
was supplied by two 40-watt fluorescent grow-lamps! suspended 29 cm 
above the water surface. An electric timer turned the lights on at 
0600 hrs and off at 1800 hrs each day. No attempt was made to con-
trol temperature of the culture, but the observe-cl temperature remain-
ed constant at 26° ± 1 °. 
Electrodes sensitive to Ht, co2 , Na+, ca++, and Mg++ were 
calibrated as described in Chapter IV and placed in the aquarium. The 
data acquisition system described in Chapter III periodically recorded 
data from each electrode. 
A culture medium with the composition given- in Table VII was 
prepared from reagent grade chemicals in deionized water. Essential 
trace metals were ass urned available from impurities in the added 
salts. Approximately 2 X 1 o- 3 M N03 - and 1. 7 X 1 o- 4 M HPO 4 = 
1Sylvania F40-GRO Gro-Lux 
provided ample reserves of these nutrients. Carbon was initially 
available from approximately 2. 5 X 1 o-4 M HC03 - . 
TABLE VII 
CULTURE MEDIUM FOR AQUARIUM MONITORING 
Reagent 
MgSO 4 · nH2o . . 
assay 63. 8% MgS04 
NaC03 
. Na 3P04· 12Hz0 
KCl 







o. 1 ml/1 
Concentration 
Approx.. M . 
·ax 10-4 Mg++ 
10-3 ca++ 
2. 5 X 10- 4 
1.7X10""4 
10-S Kf. 
adjust to pH = 8. 2 with HC104 
The solution, after mixing and pH adjustm.ent, was allowed to 
equilibrate with stirring in the aquarium for 24 hrs; th~n a small 
98 
amount of Dactylococcopsis filtered from a natural cuiture w~s washed 
into the aquarium solution. 
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Since multiple depth capability was not required, the five elec-
trodes were placed in the aquarium in direct contact with the surface 
of the solution. Electrode leads were passed through a hole in the 
side of the darkbox for connection to the multiplexer of the monitoring 
system. Data from each of the five electrodes was recorded every 
12 minutes for 7 weeks. Data was taken in this manne-r continuously 
except for temporary shutdowns required for instrument service and 
electrode calibration. 
Cell counts were taken daily by filtering a small aliquot of cul-
ture _solution through a 0. 45µ Millipore filter and averaging counts in 
ten microscope fields. No cell identifiable as other than Dactylococ-
copsis were ever observed during counting. Gravimetric determina,.. 
tion of suspended matter gave a factor of 38. 61 mg/l/106 cells/ml for 
converting cell counts to dry weight biomass. 
As shown in Figure 23b an exponential growth curve started to 
form during the first week, but about the tenth day, growth became 
mol'!e or less linear with time at an approximate rate of 4. 44 mg/1/day. 
Ve1;y little carbon was available in the original culture solution; there-
fore the main source of carbon for the observed biomass increase 
must have been atmospheric co2 . An estimate of co2 necessary to 
produce a given biomass can be calculated frorri the very simplified 
photpsynthesis reaction, Equation 68. 
CO + H O :ehotosynthesis 2 2 CHzO + Oz ( 68) 
-~5 
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Figure 23. · Dactylococcopsis Cell Counts and Daily Mean 

















The observed biomass increase can be attributed to a daily influx of 
co2 , A[C02 ]/&t : +6. 5 mg/1/day, which corresponds to a surface 
diffusion rate of 0.16 mg/cm 2 /day. 
The instantaneous diffusion rate of co2 , d[COz J /dt, depends 
upon the partial pressure of co2 in the water phase, a value which 
exhibits diurnal variation. The .above rates may be considered as 
daily totals which are nearly constant for each 24 hr period. 
The quantity of inorganic carbon available as HC03 - is depicted 
in Figure 23a where daily averages of (Hco3 -} are plotted on the 
same time scale as the growth curve in Figure 23b. By the eighth day 
[ HC03 ~} had been decreased by fourfold, and biomass uptake decreas -
ed it even further during the following two weeks. The rise in 
[HC03 -} about the twentieth day may have been due to decomposition 
of organic matter. Near the end of the experiment, [HC03 -} 
apparently was asymptotically approaching a constant value well be-
low that of the starting solution. 
The paper tape data file was processed by computer. Calcula-
tions made were the same as those previously described for lake data. 
Chemical activity values were tabulated and plotted vs time for each 
day. Line printer plots for selected days are shown in Figures 24 
through 28. Activity units are moles /1 scaled according to the key 
below each graph and time of day is in hours and hundredths of hours. 
It is important to note that activity scales differ among the graphs. 
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Analysis of this data for the 50 day period monitored will require an 
interdisciplinary approach, and such analysis was not available at the 
time of this writing. A few selected graphs are presented here with 
general comment and should be regarded as examples of information 
available from continuous monitoring of aquatic ecosystems. 
In Figure 24, during the secend day of the experiment, biomass 
was small and only slight diurnal variation of the graphed parameters ·· 
/ 
is evident. The metal ion activities, with. the exceptien of some un-
explained variation in (Mg++}, were nearly constant for the day. Bi-
carbonate ion activity decreased slightly throughout the second day 
which is consistent with Figure 23a. 
By the twelfth day, the rate of biomass increase became depen-
dent on diffusion rate of co2 . C02 and co3 c in Figure 25 show the 
expected diu:1,nal cycle while all the other chemical species were rela-
tively constant. The rapid fall in co2 occurs at 0600 hrs when the 
light source turned on. co2 rise started shortly after 1800 hrs when 
the light was turned off. Hco3- and H+ indicate a very small diurnal 
variation. 
On the eighteenth day cell ceunts were 1. 2 X 106 per ml and 
HC03 - activity was near the minimum in Figure 23. The computer 
plot for day number 18, Figure 26, shows a marked diurnal cycle for 
HC03 - in contrast with practically c0nstant HCo3- in Figure 25. Even 
though the entire carbonate system was at very low activity, ~iurnal 
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cycles are apparent in both co2 and co3 =. As would be expected, the 
metal ions were not affected by the changes in very l0w HC03 - and 
C03 = activities. ,The nonlinearity of Na+ which cannot be accounte-d. 
for by formation of HC03 - or C03 = complexep, was probably due to 
response of the Na+ electrode to H+. The Na+ electrode manufactur-
er's selectivity condition for no H+ interference of [Na+ J > 1 o4 [H+] 
was ju$t barely met by this solution. 
On the twenty-nineth day of the experiment, tetal carbonate 
activity increase'd and the cell count doubled from that of the eigh-
teenth day. The H+ and co2 on the twenty-nineth day in Figure 27 are 
nearly parallel through the 24 hr period. A steep decrease in co2 
activity at 0600 hrs occured as usual. The C03 = peak increased ear-
lier in the day than previously, but the trailing edge of the peak re-
mained at 1800 hrs. Although magnitude of diurnal variation ef HC03 -
was larger than before, the daily average HC03 - activity was smaller 
on the twenty-nineth day than on the eighteenth. 
Data for day number fourty-five in Figure 28 shows a stable sys-
tem in which the co2 component exhibits typical diurnal characteris-
tics. The HC03 - curve appears to be a damped function of co2 . H+ 
closely paralleling co2 in<;licates a system with low buffer capacity. 
The graph is dominated by the very large co3 = peak which became 
wider throughout the experiment. On the fourty-fifth day the leading 
edge of the C03 = peak was moved up to 0600 hrs, and the trailing edge 
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remained at 1800 hrs. The divalent cations show no significant diurnal 
variation, and Na+ changes may again be attributed to Na+ electrode 
response to H+, 
The carbonate complex activities in Table II were also calculat-
ed and plotted for each day. Since the metal ion activities were near-
ly constant throughout each 24 hr period, the carbonate complex 
curves show the same structure as each respective anion curve. The 
line printer graph of the fourty-fifth day is presented in Figure 29 as 
an example. 
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The primary objective of this research was to develop a 
qiultiple-depth continuou~ monitoring system that would rece>rd ion-
s elective electrode data on a com}:>uter compatible medium. The moni-
toring system described in Chapter III h~s net undergone fiel-cl evalua-
tion, but has pr_oved itself successful for monitoring in the laboratory. 
This monitoring system will accept up to 25 sens or inputs, of 
which 19 can be high impedance electrodes. A facility for switching 
18 reference electrodes was also previded. In its }:\)resent f0rm, the 
moJ?.itoring system will accept any analog signal between -1 and tl 
volts. Digital mV data with sample and sensor identification cedes is 
punched on computer readable paper tape. A provision is available for 
optional recording of time coqe. Water samples can be pumped from 
multiple depths through an electrode ·chamber. Samples and sensors 
can be scanned automatically and data for each can be punched under 
programmed control. The use of current saturated switching circuits 
in the digital logic modules will help insure error free operation under 
adverse environmental conditions. 
All of the rpajor inorganic carhop.ate species known to exist in 
112 
many natural waters can be determined by measurement ef H+, co2 , 
Na+, ca++, and Mg++. The equilibria calculatiens require determina-
tion of ion activities which suggests the ch0ice of ion-selective elec-
trodes as chemical sensors. H+, Na+, and ca++ were monit0red 
directly by use of commercial electrodes and a suitable reference 
electrode. A co2 electrode of the Severinghaus type was developed t0 
a degree where it could be used in natural water systems. Since 
there is no Mg++ electrede commercially available, a divalent cation 
electrode was used to measure Mg++ with only marginal success. All 
electrodes were found to exhibit drift of varying degrees which is a 
severe drawback for sensors to be used for continuous monitoring. 
The function of the me:mitoring system has been demonstrated by 
monitoring a laboratory algae culture. The data that was obtained and 
analyzed fr0m this experiment provided an example of diurnal cfata 
that could be expected fr0m monitoring in a natural system. This lab-
oratory monitoring experiment also J!)Ointed out that much valuable 
informati0n ab0ut aquatic ec0systems may be 0btained from lab0rat0ry 
studies where c0ntr0lled conditions specify variables that may c0ntain 
high degrees of uncertainty in the field .. 
The measuring techniques to be used for c0ntinuous mon.itoring 
were applied to analysis of grab samples from Lake Carl Blackwell. 
The chemical data along with biological studies has provided a means 
for formulating a general description 0f abi0tic-biological interacti0ns 
113 
in that particular water system. A background study is therefere 
available prior ta more comprehensive efforts which sheuld be imple ... 
mented on a cemtinuaus basis. The data from Lake Carl Blackwell has 
also demonstrated the 'tt"ate of change ta be expected from environmen-
tal measurements and will be valuable for estimating -frequency of 
future sampling. 
Aquatic ecosystems are dynamic; therefore, in lieu-ef adequate 
theories for describing life processes, the determination of intercon-
nections between abiotic and biological systems will require cantinu-
. ous monitoring. Both quanitative and qualitative data are required and 
information is needed for all interconnecting systems in a body of 
water. The carbonate chemical system certainly underg19es diurnal 
variations. In order to achieve cantinueus monitoring, measurements 
should be made on the chemical system described in Chapter VI at a 
rate of once. per hour at 1 m depth intervals. The algae and bacteria 
populations in Figure 9 showed large weekly variations. Algae and 
bacteria counts may have to be made once per day or m,ore of~n to 
enable derivation of continuous functions to· adequately describe the 
populaticm dynamics. Biological data should also be taken at multiple 
depths. Zooplankton were not considered in this study, but sh0uld be 
included in future efforts. 
The monitoring techniques which have been develope1 during 
this study are applicable to obtaining continuous chemical 1ata in 
114 
natural systems. Technology, unfortunately, has not progressed to 
the point where automated methods are available for determining the 
desired biological parameters. Highly automated particle co'unters 
are a step in the right direction, but they offer little irtrormation for 
discriminating different kinds of particles. Even though the biologist 
is presently fettered to his petri dish and microsc0pe, the sampling 
part of biological investigations could be automated by integration with 
the chemical monitoring sy$tem. Computer data reduction of biologi-
cal data is readily available when a mathematical analysis can be uti-
lized. 
Natural ecosystems consist of a large number of highly connect-
ed interrelated components. The various components can be des-
cribed in terms of particular scientific disciplines, but nature is not 
delineated into specific disciplines. For this reason, a scientific 
study of aquatic ecosystems requires a simultaneous approach through 
several fields of study. Interdisciplinary cooperation and communica-
tion among scientists is required, for if a part of the whole system is 
neglected, or even minimized, a realistic explanation of any other 
part may be impossible. 
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APPENDIX A 
CARBON DIOXIDE ELECTRODE 
CALIBRATION PROGRAM 
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C PROGRAM Tu CALIBR4TE ,H ELECTi<ODE AND THEN CALIBRATE C02 E'LECTRODE FROM 
C PH DATA. E,ILIAT IO~S ASSUME A PURE AUUECIUS CARBONATE SOLUTION. 
fl.EAL RMVl 399,21,C02CONI 3991,Kl,K2,KC02,KW,Zl 3991,LOGCOZI 1991 , 
&Xl50 1,PHllOl,HMVClOl 
I NT EGER UNIT *2181, SP ILL*2C 81,MVl 8 I ,PRlB*21 81, SAMi'L* 21 81 ,PR08E*21 9 
&991, SAMPLE*2 l -9991 
DATA K/0/,J/O/,L/-l/,N/0/ 
C READ H+ ELECTRODE CALIBRATION DATA. ~PTS = NU~SER JF CALliHATION POINTS. 
RtALI 11, NPTS,CPHI 11·,HMVIIl ,l=l,NPTSI 
PR INT l3 
13 FORMAT(' H+ ELECTRODE CALISRATION DATA:'I 
PRINT H,NPTS,lPHlll ,HMVlll ,l=l,NPTSl 
11 FORMAT ll2/l2Fl0.lll 
CALL LESURE(NPTS,HMV,PH,AH,BHI 
PRINT 12, AH, BH 
12 FORMAT(• PH=',El3.b,' MV + •,E-13.61 
6 J•J+l . 
C READ ALL l'APER TAPE DATA 
REAU C5,l,EN0=91 CUNITIMl,SPlLLIMl,MVIMl,PROBCMl,SAMPLCMl,M=l,81 
FORMAT (81211,l't,2121) 
DO 2 M=l,8 
1 F I UNIT I Ml • E:{.l. 0 I GO TO 9 
IF IPROBIMI .EQ. 11 K=K+l 
If IUNHIMI .NE.11 l'RINT 3, UNlTIMl,J 
3 FORMAT I' UNIT NUMBER',12,' ON CARD',161 
IF ISPILLIMI .EiJ. 51 AMV =19999-MVIMll/10.0 
IF ISPILLIM) .E.i. 31 AMV •-MVIMl/10.0 
IF ISPILLIMI .NE. 3 .AND. SPlLLIMl .NE. 5) PRINT 5, SPILLIMJ,J 
FORMAT 1 1 SPILL COUNTER CODE IS',12,' ON CARD• ,161 
IF lPR06CMI.NE.l .ANO. PROdlMI.NE.2 l PRINT 4,PRJBl~l,J 
4 FIJRMATI' PROBE NO. IS',13,' ON CARU',16) , 
2 RMV(K,PRO~(Mll=AMV 
GU Tu b 




KW=l .O E-14 
DO 7 l=l,K 
XI l l=RMV( 1,21 
C H = H+ CONC. 
H=l0.0**1-AH*RMVll,11-dHI 
CQ2CUN(ll= ((H**4+Kl*H**J+ (Kl*K2-KWI *H**2-Kl*K~•H-Kl*K2*KW)/ 
;; 1Kl*lh**2+2*K2*Hl * ll+Kl/H+Kl*K21H**21 I I/( l+KCDZI 
7 LOGCD2lll=ALOG10(C02CONIIII 
PRINT 10,IC02CON111,RMVII,21,1=1,KI 
CALL LESQREIK,X ,LOGC02 ,A,81 
PK INT 8,A ,B 
8 FORMATl'O LOG lCD21 = ',El3.&,• MV + ',E13.ol 
10 FORMAT!'- C02 CONC. MV' /HPE12.~,0PF8.UI 

































SUBROUTINE LES QRE ( N, X, . Y, A, Bl 
THIS IS A SUBPROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE SLOPE (Al AND THE 
INTERCEPT (Bl FOR A LINEAR PLOT BY THE LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
Y = AX • Ii . 
N = NUMBER OF POINTS ON THE GRAPH 
SUM = SUM OF THE X VALUES 
SUN = SUM OF THE Y VALUES 
DIMENSION X(NI, .Y(NI 
SUM = 0,0 
SUN = 0, 0 
DO l I = 1, N 
SUM = SUM + XI 11 
SUN = SUN + YI I l 
R = N 
XAVE = SUM/R 
YAVE = SUl'dR 
SUMl = D,O 
SUNl = 0,0 
0021=1,N 
SUMl = SUMl + ((XIII - XAVEl*IYIII - YAVEII 
SUNl = SUffl + (XIII - XAVEl**2 
A = SUMl/SUNl, 
B • YAVE - A*XAVE 
RETURN 
END 












8. 6 -82.1 
PH=-0.166768E-Ol MV + O. 715793E 01 
CC2 CONC. 
3. l 989E- C3 
2 • 7645E-03 
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WATER ANALYSIS DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 
1 '> L 










































REAL I NTCPT 15, 1001, SLOP El 5, 1001, ION( 13, 1001 ,X IONI 101 ,XDEPTH 1101 t 
&MGHCU3 ,MGC03 ,NAHCU3 ,NAC03 
INTEGER YRI 501, MOI 501-,DYI 501 , C YRI 5 ,501 ,CHO( 5 ,50 I ,COY (5,501, 
&NCALl51/5*0/,N/l/, l/1/,JCAL/1/,J/ 1/,BLNK/ 1 1 /,H/•H+ '/,CCl2 
&/•C02 1 / 1 NA/ 1 NA+ 1 /,CA / 1 CA++1 /,M /'M++ 'I, 
&MUL Tl 131, STAI 501 ,DEPTHl50l ,WORDl8l 
& / 6 * • 1 , • D-EPT • , • H • , , K HAR ( 13) I I H 1 , 1 C ' , 1 N 1 , 1 A' , 1 M 1 , 1 8 1 , 
£.. 1 T-1 ,'L' ,' I' ,'G' ,• s• ,•o• ,•o•/ 





MGC03= l0**3• 40 
NAHC03=10**1-0.251 
NAC03=10**1•27 
C A t!LANK CARD FOLLOoiS THE CALIBRATION .DATA 
18 READ 1,IX ,IYR,IMO,IDY,XSLOPE,XINT 
l FORMAT IA4,5X,312,15X,El3.6,6X,El3.bl 
IF I IX .EQ. t!LNKI GO TO 2 
l=O 
C IF I REiMINS =O THROUGH THE FOLLOIIING STATEMENTS, AN ERROR WILL RESULT WHEN 
C I IS USED AS AN ARRAY SUBSCRIPT INUICATING INVALID IJ DATA 
IF IIX .EQ. HI l=l 
IF llX .E.i. C021 1=2 
IF ( IX • HI• NAI 1=3 
IF IIX ,EQ. CAI 1=4 
IF I IX ,El.i. M I I= 5 
NCAL(ll=NCALlll+l 
C YRI 1,NCAL( (.1.1=1 YR 
CMOI I, NCALI I 11= IMLl 
COY I I, NCAL I I 11= IDY 
SLOPEII,NCALllll=XSLOPE 
INTCPTI I,NCALI 11 l=XINT 
GO TO 18 
2 DO b K=N, 50 
C BLANK CARO MUST FOLLOW INPUT DATA 
READ 15,7,END=SI YR(Kl,MOIKl,DYIKl,STAIKl,OEPTHIKl,I IONII,Kl,1=1,5 
&I 
7 FORMAT I lOX, 312, 4X, 11, lX, 12, 6X, 5F 10. ll , 
IF I.NOT,IYRlll .El.lo YRIKI .AND. MLllll .EQ, MOIKI ,ANO. DY(ll ,EQ. 
&DY(K 111 GO TO 9 
6 CONTINUE 
C PRINT COLUMN HEADINGS 
9 PRINT 20 
20 FORMAT ('l',1X,'OATE 1 , 6X,'1D',10X, 1 H+',13X, 1 C02 1 ,l2X,'NA+',12X, 
&.'CA++• ,llX,'MG++• ,11X, 1 HC03-• ,10X, 1 C03--1 / I 
C K-1 = NUMBER OF DATA POINTS PER DAY 
KDO=K-1 
00 10 J=l,KDU 
PRINT 11,YRIJl~MUIJl,DYIJl,STAIJl,DEPTHIJI 
ll FORMAT I' • ,312, 5X,ll,'-',121 
DO 13 1=1,5 
C CHECK FOR LAST CAL I BRAT ION DATA SET 
IF I JCAL ,GE, NCALIII I GO TO 13 
C UPDATE CALIBRATION EQUATIONS 
19 IF IYRIJI-CYRll,JCAL+lll 13,14,15 
























































16 IF IDYIJI-CDYII,JCAL•lll 13,13,15 
15 JCAL=JCAL+l 
GO TO 19 
13 liJNll,Jl=lO.O**IINTCPTII,JCALl+SLOPEll,JCALl*IONll,JII 
ION15,Jl•IONl5 1JI-IONl4,JI 
I ONl6, JI =I ONl2, JI/ I ON l l ,J II ~C03 
ION17,Jl=IONl6,Jl/10Nll,JI/C03 
10 P~INT 17 1 (IONll,Jl,l=l,71 
17 FORMAT!'+' ,15X,1P7El5.31 




35 FORMAT I'.-•, 1X, 1 DATE 1 16X,'ID', 9X,'CAHC03+', 9X,'CAC03', 9X,'MGHC 
603+ 1 1 9X 1 1 MGC03 1 1 9X 1 1 NAHC03', 9X, 1 NAC03- 1 /I 
00 33 J=l ,KOO 
PRINT 11, YRI JI ,MDI JI ,DYi JI, STAI JI ,DEPTH I JI 
IONl8,Jl=ION14,J l*ION16,J l*CAHC03 
I ONl9 ,JI =I ON('t, JI* 1 ONl7, JI *CAC03 
ION(l0,Jl=ION15,Jl*ION16,Jl*MGHC03 
10Nlll,Jl=ION15,Jl*ION17,4l*~GC03 
I ONI 12 ,JI =I ON13-, JI* I ON 16, JI *NAHC03 
10~113,Jl=ION13,Jl*ION17,Jl*NAC03 
33 PRINT 36, llONIJJ,Jl,JJ=8,l31 
36 FORMAT I'+' 1 l5X 11P6El5.31 
C PLOT DATA fUR EACH DAY BY STATION 
M=l 
I SI G=O 
31 NTIMES=l 
I DO l= l 
1002=7 
32 KAR=t!LNK 
C MULTIPLIER FOR SCALING PLOTS IS CALCULATED FROM VALUE OF FIRST DATA FOR 
C EACH STATION 
DO 21 I=l,13 
21 MULTI 11= lNTIABSIALOGlOI ION( 1,MII 11+1 
NSIG=O 
CALL NOGR ID I 11 
28 IJO 22 l=IllOl, 1002 
N=O 
DO 23 J=M,KDO 
IF ISTAIJI .NE. STAIMII GO TO 24 
N=N+l 
XOEPTH(Nl=OEPTHIJI 
23 X ION( NI= ION I I, JI *10 **MULTI 11 
ISIG=l AT END OF DAY 
ISIG=l 
24 IF INSIG .EQ. 11 KAR=KHARIII 
22 CALL PL231KAR,XION,XDEPTH,-Nl 
IF INSIG .EQ. ll GO TO 26 
N SI G=l 
GO TO 28 
26 PKINT 29,YRlll,MOlll,DYlll,STAIMl 
29 FORMAT I' l' ,T35,312,T50,' STATION NUMBER ', 121// I 
CALL PLOT4(32 1 WORUI 
PRINT 38 
38 FORMAT 1 1 0 1 1 T60,'ACTIVITY _IN MOLES/LITER'! 































30 FORMAT 1'0', TlO,'H = IH+IE' ,12, 
& 5X,'C = ICOZIE',12, 5X, 1 N = INA+IE',12, 5X, 1 A = ICA++IE',12, 
& 5X,'M = IMG++IE' ,12, 5X,'B • IHC03-IE·1 ,12, 5X,'T • IC03--IE", l21 
IF INTIMES .EQ. 21 PRINT 37,IMULTlll,1=8,131 
37 FORMAT 11 0 1 ,T10,'L = ICAHC03+1E',12, 5X,'i = ICAC031E 1 ,12, 5X, 
&'G = IMGHC03+1E',12, 5X, 1 S = IMGCO)JE•,12, 5X,'0 = INAHC031E 1 ,12, 
& 5X, 1 0 = INAC03-IE',121 




GO TO 32 
34 IF US IG .EQ. 11 GO TO 25 
M=J 




liYll l=OY (Kl 
STAI ll=STAIKI 
OEPTHlll•DEPTHIKI 
00 12 l•l ,13 
12 IDNll,ll•IONll,KI 

































































SU~KOUTINE PL (KHAk,X,Y,NPTSI 
SHUkTCUT ROUTINE rOR PRINTER PLOTS, 
HAS uPTluNS TO SET XMAX ETC, AUfOMATlCALLY TO FRAME THE SET OF 
POINTS, ANu TU CONNECT AUJACENT POINTS !IY LINE SEGMENTS, 
PL CALLS PLOTZ, PLOT3, A~D PLOT4, 
TU DELcTE INTERNAL -,RID LINES, CALL. WIPE! ll, 
TO PLOT FROM A SINGLE ARkAY, CALL PL, . SET NPTS NEGATIVE TO 
CONNECT ACJACENT PUINTS wlTH LINE SEGMENTS, 
EXAMPLE .... 
il IMtNSIUN J(( 1001, YI 1001 
CALL PLllNY,Xlll,Ylll,-1001 
TO PLuT FKUM MULTIPLE ARRAYS, CALL J>L23 FOR EACH AkRAY WITH KHAR=lH 
TO FRAMt ALL Of THE POINTS, CALL PL23 FOK EACH ARRAY WITH KHAR SET 
EQUAL TU THt UcSIREO SYMBOL CANO NPTS NEGATIVE IF THt POINTS IN 
THAT ARKAY ARE TO oE WNNECTEO ~y LIM: StGMENTSI, ANO CALL PL4, 
THE SIGN Cf NPTS IN THE FIRST iET Of CALLS TO PL23 IS IMMATERIAL, 
EXA·MPLt .... 
OIMENSIUN XI 1001,YC 1001,ll lOOI 
CALL PL2)1LH ,Xlll,Y(ll,1001 
CALL PL2.HlH ,Xlll,l(ll,1001 
CALL PLiJllHY,Xlll,Ylll,-1001 
CALL PLZ31lHl,Xlll ,llll,-lOOI 
CALL i'L4 
THE LAST Of THE FIKST StT GF CALLS TO PLd CAN uE COMBINi::O WITH THt 
FIRST CALL Of THE SECOND SET, 
CCNT 11'UE 
EXAMPLE, .. , 
DIMt:r.SluN XILOOl,Y(lOOl,ZllOOI 
CALL PLL.:>llH ,Xlll,Ylll,1001 
l.ALL PLL3( lHl,X( ll ,l( ll ,-1001 
CALL PU311HY,X(ll,Y(ll,-l001 
CALL PL4 
TO SET ihE PLUT LIMITS Tu A,<.81TRARY ·VALUES, 




CALL PL:C ,W., 10,, 50,, O, I 
CALL PUJ ClHY,X( 11,YC 11,-1001 
CALL PL4 
PL AND PL4 bGTH ~KIP TO A I\Ew PA~c ~EfORE PLOTTING, THE USER CAN 
(.ALL PLUT4 HIMSELf AFTtR CALLING PL23,. IF A LAilEL IS DtSIREO 
AT THE TOP AND/UK LtFT ~IDES OF THE PLOT. 
E:XA~Plt: ••• , 
UIME.,,51Uf< X(lOCI ,YClOOI 
CALL PLZ~llH ,X( 11,Y( 11,1001 
CALL PlZHlHY,Xlll,Hll,-1001 
Pkl,~i 10 
10 FOkMATllHl,20X4tiHIMPEOANCt ~5. FREQUENCY FOR A SERIES RLC CIRCUIT 
X //l0XlJHR ; lJJO GHMS,5XllHL = 100 MH,,oXlbHC = 200 MICRO F. 



































































































C PRINT 20 
C 20 FORMATl//40X22HFRE~UENCY IN KILOHERTZ 
c 
iJIMENShlN Xlll ,YUi ,KHUI 
CUMMUN /~LOKl/JwHICH 
C XX ANO YY MUST BUTH BE OlMENSlONEO AS 
C LARGE AS MAX I ROwS, COLUMS I. 
DlMENSIUN XX( 1001,YYI 1001 
C GRAPH IS Nl:EOED WITH UMPLUT, BUT NUT WITH 
C JPLOT. 







UATA KdL/lH /,KUL/lHl/,KAS/lH*/ 
C JUMP=O IF PL wAS CALLEO, =l IF PL.23 wAS 
C CALLEO, =-1 IF PL2 WAS CALLED. 
c 
JlJMi'=O 
Gll TO 10 
C ENTRY PL23 •••• FRAME THE POINTS. 
c 
C El'<T RY PLd 
c 
ENTRY PL23 IKHAR,X,Y,NPTSJ 
JUMP= l 
IFIJwHICHJ,O,i0,20 
10 XMA X= X l ll 
XM IN= XI l I 





IF( Jwt, IC HI 150, 30.30 
30 DO 40 1'=1,NP 
If( XINI-XMAXJ3l,31,32 
32 X~AX=XINI 
GO TO 33 
31 1FlXlNJ-XMINl34,33,33 
34 XMl~=XINI 
33 IFI Y(NJ-YMAXI 35,35,3b 
36 YMAX=YINI 
GC TO 40 
35 IF(YINI-YMINl37,40,40 
37 YMli,=YINI 
40 CONT I 1.UE 
IF(JUMPl60,b0,50 
50 IF(KHAR-KdL)60,260,b0 
C ENTKY PLZ •••• SET UP THE GRID. 
c 
C cNfKY PL2 
ENTRY PLZ IXMX,XMN,YMX,YMNI 
JUMP=-l 































































































CC 7 ', 














60 CALL PLOTZ I t,RAPH, XMAX,XIHN,YMAX ,YMINI 
IFIKLEANl70,l40,70 





NRM=ROwS- • 5 
r.CM11=NCM-9 
NRMM=Ni<M-9 
DO 80 J=l,NCM 
bO XXIJ)=XMI~+FLOATIJ)*XO 
DO 100 J=lO,NRMM,lO 
YT=YMlt;+f LUA Tl JI *YO 
DC 90 K=l,Nl.M 
90 YYI Kl =YI 
100 CALL PLOTolKtiL,XX,YY,NCM) 
lJl.l 110 J=l, Nil.M 
110 YYlJl=YMl1,+fLUATIJl*YD 
DO 130 J=lO,NCMM,lO 
XT=XMIN+fLOATlJl*XD 
00 liO K=l,Nr<M 
120 XX(Kl=XT 
l,O ~ALL PLOT31KtiL,XX,YY,~RM) 
140 JriH ICH=-l 
IFlJUMPIZo0,150,150 
C PUT THE NP POINTS INTO THE GRILJ. 
150 CALL PLCT_j lKHAK,X,Y,NPI 
IFINSIGN)l60,230,2JO 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION WAS REwUESTED. 







IflNP.LT.LI ~U TO 230 
C LUUP J~cR PAIRS OF ADJACENT POINTS. 
uO LZO J=2 ,NI' 
NRliw=l YUP-YI JI l /YU 
NCOL=lXlJI-X80Tl/XO 
C COMPUTE NG, THE NUMBER OF INTERPOLATING 
C CHA~ACTERS. 
c 
isl,=~,\XC{ l ,'\~~ I NKOw-NKil l, I ABS l NCut.-NCB 11-1 
IF(11Gl~i0,210,l70 
170 Ifl~~-~GMAAll~0,180,210 




























































































DO 190 K=l,NG 
FRAC=FLUAT I K.11 ANGP 
XXIKl=XIJ-ll+FRAC*OX 
190 YY(Kl=YIJ-ll+FRAC*DY 
C INTERPOLATE wlTH AHERISKS UNLESS THE 
C PLOTTING CHARACTER IS AN ASTERISK. 
C IN THAT CASE, USE A IJOLLAR SIGN. 
c 
IF(KHAR.E~.K.ASI GU TO 200 
CALL P·LUT JIKA·S, XX, YY,NGI 
GO to 210 









240 PRINT 250 
250 FOR MA Tl lH 11 
CALL PLOT4 10,KHI 
Ji,HICH=O 
260 RETURI\ 
C ENTRY WIPE,.,, ~ET KLEAN FOR GRlu LINES (=01 OR NO ~RIO L[NES 1=11, 
c 
C SETTING KLEAN TO 1 SLOWS DCWN EXECUTION VERY GREATLY, lf PL [S 
C bEING USED WITH JPLDT (AS OPPOSED TD UMPLOT, IUPLUT, ETC,I, 
C CALL NOGRIOlll T·O ACCOMPLISH ThE SAME THING AS CALLING ~IPE(ll, 
c . 
C ENTRY ~IPt 
ENTKY ~lPE IKHARI 
KLEAN=KHAR 



















































BLOCK DA TA 
COMMON /SLOKl/JwHICrl 
DAT A JWH ICH/0/ 
END 
BLK DATA DATE = 7Zl62 17/tt3/57 PAGE.0001 
-w 
..j:,. 



























































SUBROUTINE PLOTZ IDUMMY,XMX,XMN,YMX,YHNI 
LOGICAL*l LA ,LB 
COMMON /6"L0Kl/JWH1CH 
DIMENSION JRAPHl.2C>,Sll,LABELl521,ABSCI 111 
DIMENSION JAl51 ,JAAl51,JBl51,JBBl51,JCl51,LAl4i,LBl41,1NTEGRl91 
EIIU IV Al.ENCE ILAI 11, IA,XAI ,1 LBI U, MM I 
DATA NOK/O/,MUU/1/,KHPWO/ft/,MM/4H /,KBITCH/8/ 
UATA JAA /4H+---, 4H~--- ,41t--+- ,4H'----,ftH-.;.--/ 
UATA JA/4H+---, ltH----, 4H--+-, 4H--.,--,4H----/ 
DATA JB/4HI ,4H ,4H I ,ftH" ,4H I 
!IATA JB6/4HI ,4H ,4H I ,4H ,4H I 
DATA I NT EGR/lHl, 1HZ, 1H3, 1H4, lH5, lH6, lH7, lHB, lH9/ 





lFIXMAK.NE.XMlN .AIIID. YMAK.NE.YHINI :;D TO 20 
NOK•O 
PRINT lD,XHAX,XHlN,YHAX,YHlN 
10 FORHATl/ltSH BAD"PLOT2 ARGUMENTS. XHAK,XHIN,YHAX,Y .. IN = 4E2l.BI 
GO TO 200 
20 NOK=l 
XD•OoOl*IXHAX-XHINI 
xao T"'X"MI N-0. 5*XD 
YD=0.02*1YHAX-YMINI 
YUP•YMAX+l.5*YD 
00 21 K=l,5 
Zl JCIKl=JAAIKI 
DO 22 J=l,51,10 
KP=-5 " 





IFIJA(ll .EQ.KBLI" JRAPHll,Jl=KPL 
lFIJ.Ell.l .OR. J.EQ.511 JRAPHll,Jl=JAAlll 
lf(J-41128,25,200 
28 IFIJ.NE.11 GO TO 26 
DO 24 K=l,5 
24 JCIKl=JAIKI 
GO TO 2& 
25 DO 27 K=l,5 
27 JCIKl=JAAIKI 
26 DO 22 L=l ,9 
JPL=J+L 
KP=-5 
DO 29 t<=l ,5 
KP=KP+5 
DO 29 H= 1, 5 
29 JRAPH(KP+H,JPLl=JBIHI 
JRAPHI 1, JPLJ =Kl 
22 JRAPH126,JPLl=KI 
GO TO 200 
ENT~V PLOT3 IMSY,X,Y,NPTSI 
DIMENSIUN Xlll,Ylll 























































































































00 100 N=l,NP 
NRl.h•=IYUP-YINI I/YO 
NCOL=(X( NI-XSOTI/XD 
lf(IABS(NROW-261.GT.25 .OR. IABSINCOL-501.GT.501 GO TO 100 
NTRUNC=NCOL/KHPwD· 
NwO=N TRUNC+ l 
IA=JRAPH(NWO, NROW l 
NBYTE =NCOL-KHPWO*NTRU NC+l 
LBi ll=LAINBYTEI 
IF(MULT.EQ.O .OR. HSYH.EQ.KBLI GO TO 80 
lFIHH.EQ.KBL.OR.HH.EQ.KI.OR.HH.EQ.KHl.OR.HH.EQ.KPLI GD TO 80 
IFIHH-INTEGR 1211 52, 51, 50 
51 MH=INTEGRUI 
GO TO 90 
52 IFIMH-INTEGR(9ll50,100,5.3 
50 MM=INTEGRl2 I 
GO TO 90 
53 IF(HM-INTEGR15ll56,55,~4 
55 HH=H,TEGR(61 
GO TO 90 
54 lf(MH-INTEGRl31l58,58,57 
57 HH=INTEGRl3l 
.GO TU 90 
58 MM=INTEGKl41 
GO TO 90 
56 IFIHH-INTEGR(7llbl,60,59 
59 HH= fNTEGR 171 
GO TU 90 
60 HM= INTEGR I 8 I 
GO TO 90 
61 MH=INTEGRI 91 
GO TO 90 
80 HH=HSY~ 
90 LAIN.BYTE J =LB( 11 
JRAPHtNWO,NKOWl=lA 
100 CONTINUE 
GO TO 200 
ENT RY PLOT4 INCH,KHI 
·DI HENS ION KHll I 
IFINOK.NE.11 GO TO 200 
JTOP=INCH+31/4 
IFIJTOP.LE.01 GO TO 111 
00 110 J=l,JTOP 
I A=KH I JI 
KADD=4*J-4 




IFl~L.GT.511 GO TO 130 
DO 120 N•Nl,51 
120 LABELINl=KBL 
































































FCRT RAN IV G LEV EL 19. PLOT4 OATE z 72162 
0117 PRINT l40,LABEL(NRl,ORO,IJRAPHIJ,NRl,J=l,2ol 
0118 140 FOR MA Tl 5X,U, 2X, 1PE 10. 3, 1X26A4) 
0119 IFCI.GE.ol GO TO 170 
0120 NRP=NR+l 
0121 NCP=NR+9 
0122 DO 150 NA=NRP,NCP 
0123 150 PRINT 160, LASELINAI ,IJRAPHIJ,NAI ,Jzl,261 
0124 160 FORMAT(5XA1,13X2bA41 
0125 170 DO 180 I=l,10 
0120 180 ABSClll=XMIN+CFLOAT 11-11/10.0l*IXMAX-XMINI 
0127 Al!SC 111 l=XMAX 
0128 PRINT 190,ASSC 
0129 190 FORMAT(loXlPllEl0.21 
0130 JWHICH=O 
0131 ENTRY PLOTl 
0132 200 RETURN 
0133 ENTRY MULTIP INSwl 
Cl34 MUL T=NSW 
0135 GO TO 200 
0130 ENT RY NOGRIO INSW I 
013 7 IF(NSWl2l0~220,210 
0138 210 DO 211 J=l,5 
0139 JA(Jl=KSL 
0140 211 JS( JI =KSL 
0141 GO TO 200 
0142 2_2-0 DO 221 J=l,5 
0143 JAIJl=JAAIJI 
0144 221 JS( J l=JSSIJ I 


































DATE ID H• CD2 
72 111 1- 0 9.316E-09 l.l06E-05 
72 111 1- l 9 .L 48E-09 7 .242E-06 
72 111 1- 2 9. 3 59E-09 2.805E-05 
72 111 2- 0 9.5JOE-09 2 .l 76E-05 
72 111 2- l 9.574E-09 l.64lE-05 
72 111 2- 2 9.705E-09 l.366E-05 
72 111 2- 4 9 .83il E-09 l. 736E-05 
72 111 2- 6 9.617E-09 1. 890E-05 
72 111 2- 8 9;793e-09 1. 596 E-05 
72 111 2-10 l.OObE-08 9. 739E-06 
72 111 3- 0 9. 574E-09 l.090E-05 
72 111 3- l 9, 705E-09 l .310 E-05 
72 111 3- 2 9.838E-09 8.339E-06 
72 111 4- 0 9.444E-09 2.550E-06 
72 111 4- l 9 .274E-09 2 .6BE-06 
72 111 5- 0 9. l48E-09 1. 978E-06 
72 111 5- l 9.530E-09 2 .660E-06 
72 111 6- 0 9.530E-09 2.343E-06 
72 111 6- l 9. 530E-09 2.410E-06 
72 111 6- 2 9.359E-09 2.479E-06 
DATE ID CAHC03• CAC03 
72 111 1- 0 7.500E-07 3 .264E-07 
72 111 1- l 3 .493E-07 l. 549E-07 
72 111 1-, 2 1.8 57E-06 8. 045 E-07 
72 111 2- 0 l .255E-06 5.340E-07 
72 111 2- l 8.5 27E-07 3. 6l2E-07 
72 111 2- 2 6.864E-07 2.868E-07 
72 111 2- 4 9 ,895E-07 4,079E-07 
72 111 2- 6 9.581E-07 4. 040E-07 
72 111 2- 8 7. 787E-07 3.224E-07 
72 111 2-10 4.357E'-07 l.755E-07 
72 111 3- 0 5.230E-07 2.215E-07 
72 111 3- l 5. 722E-07 2.391E-07 
72 111 3- 2 4.566E-07 1.aaze-01 
72 111 4- 0 l. 811E-07 7,778E·08 
72 111 4- l l,554E-07 b. 796 E-08 
72 111 5- 0 1.212e-01 5.374E-08 
72 111 5- l l, 445E-07 6,l48E-08 
72 111 b- 0 l ,l99E-07 5, lOlE-08 
72 111 6- l l, 335E-07 5, 6 82 E-08 
72 111 b-. 2 1,3 71 E-07 5 ,941 E-08 
NA• CA•• 
4. 782E-02 7.SlOE-05 
2. 620E-02 5. 454E-05 
1. 248E-02 7 .656E-05 
l.330E-02 6. 792E-05 
,8, 755E-03 6. l'tSE-05 
8. 720E-03 6.026E-05 
8.052E-03 6. 929E-05 
7.230E-03 6.026E-05 
7.768E-03 5.907E-05 
6. 519E-03 5. 564E-05 
7. 465 E-03 5.676E-05 
7.l45E-03 5. 241E-05 
7. 259E-03 6.658E-05 
5,153E-03 8.29lE-05 
5. l 12E-03 6, 792E-05 
&.838E-03 &.929E-05 
5.995E-03 6.398E-05 
5. 715E-03 6. 026E-05 
4 .464E-'03 6.527E-05 
4.025E-03 6, 398E-05 
MGHC03• MGC03 
7.970E-07 l. 302E-06 
9. 082E-07 2.224E-06 
2.664E-06 l.723E-06 
2. l56E-06 l.831E-06 
l. 642E-06 l.857E-06 
l.563E-06 2.153E-06 
l.912E-06 2. lOOE-06 
2.065E-06 2.037E-06 
l. 773E-06 2.109E-06 
l. 046E-06 2. 095E-06 
1, 290E-06 2 .196 E-06 
l.526E-06 2. 192E• 06 
9. 069E-07 2.074E-06 
2,l41E-07 l. 537E-06 
2.515E-07 1.124E-06 
l, 7 34E-O 7 l.555E-06 
2.405E-07 l,671E-06 
2, 053E·07 l,619E-06 
2.224E·07 l, 705 E-Ob 








































































5 .695 E-07 
4. 982E-07 
2 .416 E-07 
j.423E-07 
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DETERMINATION OF CHEMICAL ACTIVITY BY 
THE KNOWN-INCREMENT METHOD 
1 r:! 1 
152 
The principle of known-increment, also called standard addition, 
can be applied to any analytical technique in which measured response 
is a nonlinear function of the variable of interest. The Nernst equa-
tion for electrode potential is logarithmic in terms of activity and 
therefore fits the above requirement. The known-increment principle 
has been described and is in common usage for determining ion con-
centrations by ion-selective electrode measurements (25, 89, 90, 91, 
92). The technique consists of two or more measurements taken be-
fore and after a known concentration of the ion being measured is 
added. A variation known as known-decrement, or standard subtrac-
tion, which involves complexation or precipitation of the ion being 
measured, is also used (90 1 93). Instruments with direct reading 
scales for both known-increment and known-decrement are available 
(90, 91). 
It would be possible to employ the same principle to determine 
ion activities if the activities could be changed by a known amount. No 
~ethod for incrementing c1.ctivities has been described; for that reason, 
the foHowing derivation is presented as a theoretical treatment only, 
The equations derived here apply to cation sensitive electrodes and 
the known-increment principle. Other electrode systems and the 
known-decrement method can be derived by a similar treatment. 
The usual response of a cation electrode in a solution containing 




E - E 0 + ln a nF (69) 
l£ a known increment, tia of the ion is added such that a different 




ln a' ( 70) 
By subtracting Equation 69 from Equation 70, Equation 71 is obtained. 





Equation 71 can be rearranged to give the resulting activity expres -
sion, Equation 72. 
8a 
( 72) a -
nF8E 
exp( · · )-1 
RT 
In Equation 72, activity of the original solution is expressed in terms 
of the known increment, the difference in potential due to the incre-
ment, and known constants. The E 0 terms which are implicitly as-
sumed unchanged by addition of the increment, have been eliminated. 
Any changes in E 0 due to drift or temperature variations are unimpor-
tant as long as the E 0 terms in Equations 69 and 70 are equal. A 
theoretical Nernstian slope is implied in this development, but if a 
154 
better value for the electrode slope is known from calibration, that 
term can be substituted into Equation 72. 
Furthermore, the slope term can be eliminated by adding a 
second known-increment, Aa 2 . 
RT 
E" - E 0 + nF ln a" ( 7 3) 
Where a" = a' + bia 2 and E 11 :: E 1 + AE 2 • Equation 73 when com-
bined with Equation 70 where the first increment and first biE are 
labeled with subscript ( 1 )'s gives Equation 74. 
( 74) 
Equation 74 can l;>e solved for the variable!: by successive approxima-
tions, or if the second increment can be added so that AE 2 : &E 1 , 
Equation 75 results. 
a : ( 7 5) 
Equations 74 and 75 both express !: as functions independent of any 
electrode parameters which were subject te> considerable drift in 
Table V. Unfortunately, double known addition has the disadvantage 
that small errors in potential determinations cause large errors in 
155 
the value of~ ( 92). 
The known-increment method can also be used when an electrode 
such as the divalent cation electrode responds to more than one ion in 
solution. Equation 76 is assumed to describe the electrode selectivity 
response. 
( 7 6) 
After addition of a known increment of a 2 , which may or may not 
change a 1 , the change in response is given by Equation 77 ° 
6E - E' - E 
RT a 1 1 + K6a 2 + Ka 2 
= - ln ( ) 
nF a+ Kaz 
( 77) 
Equation 77 can be solved for a 2 . 
nF6E) I al exp ( RT - al 
K - 6az 
az = 
1 - exp ( nF6E) RT 
( 78) 
The determination of a 2 in the presence of a 1 by the known-increment 
method requires that values be known for a 1 , a 1 ' if different from a 1 , 
and the selectivity coefficient, in addition to tia 2 and 6E. 
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